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. . . will be partly sunny and warmer
with highs in the lower or middle 40s .
Thursday night will not be as cold with
lows in the 30s.

'

_Too partisan?
Campus campaigning
methods questioned
by Kevin McDermott

On-campus
student
campaigning
prior
to
Tuesday's primary m�· ipal election has brought up
a question: Was thee
ion as nonpartisan as it was
supposed to \>e?
t "
CamJ?aign committees for mayoral candidates
Mq.rr4y Choate and Olga Durham-who will face off
i the April· 2 general elt:ction-have been pushing
.stu ents to get in\Olved in city elections.
Both mayarai candida
ave stressed student in
volvem\nt th th eir rctAe:G :tve election bids. Although
Durham is a D�ino. ra'
d Choate is a Republican,
Charleston'� muQicipil elections are technically non
.... � ..,.,
partis� ,
However, unior Randy Saucier, a member of

�

�
�
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·

.
,

�

For more on the election, .turn to page 3

Dave McKinney

Coretta Scott King took one
k at the portrait of her
sband which hangs in the
ion named after him and said,
don't particularly like it."
King_'- after speaking to some
audience members Wed
day night, was followed by
rhaps 30 students, all of them
nting pictures taken with her or
simple handshake. During her
ur-and-a-half-long
University
ard-sponsored lecture, the at
uian focused on
rhaps just as intense.
King spoke about the fight
nst poverty, racism and war
has waged since her husband,
rtin Luther King,
Jr. was slain
.
·

1968.

"We found ourselves as we
an to commemorate Martin's
ty-sixth birthday in l 98S in a
tion .where
hunger
and·
melessness is felt throughout
ry city, town and hamlet in this
ntry," King said.
"We still haven't done a thing
solve these problems," she ad. "This is a very explosive conon in 198S."
King's appearance at Eastern
es after a stµdy released
sday by the Physician Task
ce on Hunger in America
·ch estimates up to 20 million
ple
in
this
cbuntry are
nourished.
According to the authors of the
rt, the hunger epidemic was
sed by lingering effects of
ession as well as President
gan's cutbacks of income and
·

Eastern's Young Republicans and a Choate sup
porter, said Wednesday that student involvement in
city government has taken a very political turn.
"It definitely has turned into a partisan election,"
Saucier said, noting that the campus Olga Durham
for Mayor Committee is run largely by members of
the College Democrats.
Saucier added that his organization will not form a
Choate campaign committee for the April 2 general
King J r . , focused her speech on poverty . The event municipal election.
"Since it is a nonpartisan election, we (the Young
marked the end of Black History month. (News photo
Republicans) are g<?ing to stay out of it," Saucier
said. "l just think that the Republicans have more
respect for that (nonpartisan) system."
Ken Sjorslev, a member of the College Democrats
and chairman of the Olga Durham for Mayor Com
mittee, defended his organization Wednesday, saying
its members have made an effort to keep partisan
politics out of the campaign.
"There are Young Republicans are helping out (on
nutrition programs.
the
committee)," Sjorslev said. "I offered a co
King pointed out that in 1 98 1 ,
chairmanship to any Republican who wanted it, and
hunger was not as troublesome as
no one wanted it.
reports indicate it is today, and
"People should be able to put themselves above
that under Reagan, •'rich people
partisan
politics," he added. "Some can and some
are much ·richer, but the poor
can't."
people are much poorer than they
Black
Both Durham and Choate maintained that their
were four years ago.
campaigns
have steered clear of partisan politics, and
"The invisible poor-many of
will
continue
to do so during the general election.
us don't see the poor because we
responsibility.••
" I never asked what political persuasion these kids
live
in
neighborhoods
they
Weir said the food bank in the
were," Durham said. "I hope to appeal broadly to
don't," King said. "But we have
last year and a half-has distributed
1 0,000 people in Atlanta, Ga. who about 44 tons of food to needy all students, and I really want this to stay away from
partisan divisions.''
don't have places to sleep; and in
union members in the area.
te was equally adamant about keeping his
=='....W:�
....
he
New York City a."ttl Chicago,
c
eurrently
ing,
hairs t
whe
K
own student support nonpartisan.
there must be twice and three
Martin Luther King, Jr. Federal
"My supporters are with whatever party they hap
times that many people."
Holiday Comission which has
pen
to be with/' Choate said. "They may want to see
·
While the increasing numbers
enlisted Illinois Gov. Jim Thomit
that
way (politically). . .but as far as I'm con
of homeless and hungry have in
pson's efforts, was a driving force
cerned, it was a nonpartisan election."
creased rather quickly, King com
in the establishment of a national
Mayor Clancy Pfeiffer, who lost his re-election bid
pared the circumstances of today
holiday honoring her husband.
Tuesday,
said Wednesday it would be "interesting if
with a time almost 20 years ago. , The holiday will first be observed
they
(students)
got involved" in city elections.
King spoke of an occasion when
Jan. 20, 1986.
However, he said he did see a lot of politics in the
her husband looked over a pover
said
King
she . hopes the
mayoral campaigns, both on and off the campus.
ty-stricken
community
i n national holiday will create a
"It was partisan," he said. "It was very partisan. I
Mississippi and said, '"I wept to unity to deal with the social
was told not to. be, and I wasn't.
think we have so much food in problems she said the country
"I hated to see them (Durham and Choate) trying
this country. We store it-we currently faces.
to get the students stirred up by saying they were
spend a billion dollars to store it. I
"We hear the beautiful words
second-class citizens, because I never saw them that
know where we can store it free of of his dream; and we believe in the
way," he added. •J1 would hate to see them stir up
charge: In the shriveled stomachs dream," she said .. "But when it
the students (in April) just to win an election. I think
of
Asia, Africa
(and)
Ap
comes to translating this great
·

·

History Month

·

·

palachia.'
dream concept, that's where we
A spokesman from the get sort of bogged down as a
Mideastern Illinois Labor Council nation.
Food Bank who attended the lec
"We have to focus on the issues
ture said afterwards the problem that bind us rather than the ones
of hunger is just as severe in Coles · that separate us in order for it to
C ounty .
work;" · she said. "I'm very
David Lee Weir, a coordinator hopeful of the future. I have seen
of the food bank, said, "I know
so many changes come about in
about hunger around us that a lot
my lifetime, and l just wish I
of us aren't aware of. It's people
could pass on to you some of the
like he.r that remind us of our
(Slee KING, page 8)

·. .

·

(See TOO,

page 9)

·

Inside
Atro-American'argument

Western Illinois University is the focal point of
criticism from faculty and students of its Afro
American Studies program. The lack of a full-time
coordinator for the program has s parked tne
controversy.

IMP899.5

·
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J\ssoclated Press,

State/Nation/World

Farm proplems spur Iowa protest

AMES, Iowa (AP)-More than lS,000 far . just a culmination of what's been building
mers rallied Wednesday to protest federal farm
winter long. ' '
·policies, cheering speakers who said the Reagan
Rally organizers brought in consumer
administration "has declared war on the family·
vocates and union members in an effort
VIENNA, Austria-Two Syrians being deported from
farm.,,
demonstrate the broad base of support
West Germany hijacked a Lufthansa airliner on Wednesday
An overflow crowd jammed the lS�OOO-seat. providing aid to farmers.
and forced it to land in Vienna. During a five-hour standoff Hilton Coliseum at Iowa State University for the
" In order for our government to hear
at the airport they released all 41 of their hostages, then " National Crisis Action Rally. "
complaints and do something about it,,
surrendered.
"We are producing $2.SO corn in a $6 world,"
laborers must come together," said Carlos Po
The Syrians, being deported to their homeland for un- said Darrell Ringer, a Quinter, Kan., farmer who
a United Auto Workers member from �
disclosed reasons were put on th 1:45 p.m. flight from said he was facing foreclosure. "Thirty-three
Island, Ill.
,
Frankfurt to Damascus. Wielding knives and broken bot-. years of wrong farm policy and now this ad"We are proud people, yet our pride
tles they commandeered. the Boeing 727 and- demanded ministration has declared war on the family
sometimes
been a barrier rather than an aid
,
political asylum in Austria without trial for air piracy, Sch- farm.,,
said Joan Blundall, who works in a farm co
wechat airport officials sa�d.
.
" P eop 1e are m a rally mood. They want to do
seling office in Eagle Grove. "That silence
The 33 passengers were released in two groups durmg the something.' ' said Dean Kleckner, a Rudd
fertile
ground for suicide, family discord, h
farmer
as
standoff, but the eight-member crew remained aboard
and president of the Iowa Farm Bureau. "This is . risks and vioence. "
hostages during the ordeal.

•••••

Skyjackers surrender in Vienna

'

·

Illinois delegates pitch for Saturn

Shultz accused of 'red-baiting'

WASHINGTON-In a preview of the coming
congressional battle over Nicaragua, Secretary of State
George Shultz faced accusations Wednesday of "red
baidng" by Democratic House members who said the ad
ministration is distorting events in Central America.
The secretary round himself in the midst of an explosive
confrontation before a House Foreign Affairs sub
committee hearing where his statements on Nicaragua and
Cuba were compared with the tactics of Sen. Joseph Mc
Carthy during the 1 9SOs.

Geneva could cover 'Star Wars'

WASHINGTON-Less than three weeks before U . S . 
Soviet arms talks ·open i n Geneva, the Reagan ad
ministration is shifting from the rhetoric to the political
realities of "Star Wars," acknowledging that its plan for a
space-based nuclear missile defense system could be
negotiated with Moscow.
.
"It would be on the table," chief arms control adviser
Paul H. Nitze told a congressional panel. " It would not be
excluded. ' '
A.ftef months of public statements by President Reagan
and other U.S. officials that Star Wars-the Strategic
Defense Initiative-could not be negatiated away, there
have been nudges in their position suggesting the possibility
that this might happen after all.

·

!

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme Court
ruled Wednesday that federal environmental of�
ficials may ease regulations for some companies
that discharge toxic water pollutants.
' In a S-4 decision that amounted to a victory
for the chemical industry and the Reagan ad
ministration, and rejected environmentalists'
arguments that relaxing res_trictions for
discharges into sewage, treatment; plants could
cause seriou$" harm to the nation's streams and
public health.
The court said the Environmental Protection

:

.Congratulations

to the winners of
-iC
Alpha.Sigma Alpha Fund Raiser
-iC
*
2nd Jeff Folgers -iC
* 1st Lisa Gastfield
3rd Charles Holder
-iC
*
*

·

Court: EPA can relax.restrictions

•••••••••••••••••••
*
,

state's senior senator, said GM officials made
commitments during the half-hour gatheri
which was held behind closed doors.
The meeting had been requested by the
member delegation to press the state's case fOf
having GM build its planned Saturn subcompad:
car within Illinois. Over 100 Illinois sites have
been offered to the giant auto maker.
The Saturn project, feat u ring advanced
manufacturing technology and flexible work
rules, is expected to generate about 6,000 jobs.

WASHINGTON
Illinois
(AP)-The
congressional delegation made a pitch Wed
nesday for the proposed Saturn automobile
plant, but General Motors Corp. officials
remained tight-lipped about the state's chances
of snaring the SS billion project.
" I don't think that there is anything
dramatically new," Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill. ,
told reporters after h e and other members o f the
state .delegation huddled with GM officials at the
Capitol.
Simon and Democrat Alan J. Dixon, the

345-6037 to pick up your prizes!
.,.
***********•••****
The Daily
Call

Eastern News

Agency is authorized by federal law to exempt
" fundamentally different" individual companies
from industry-wide pollution control standards.
Permitting such variances "is, essentially, no•
an exception to the standard-setting process, but
rather a more fine-tuned application of it,"
Justice Byron R. White wrote for the court's
narrow majority.
"It is important that EPA's nationally bin·
d in g. . . standards. . . be tempered with t he
flexibility that the variance mechanism offers,"
he said.

Tagt<Dne�n
TONIGHT

Hockey Club &
Miller Present...

'EIU

Start at 9: 15 Thursday
*10 Thoroughbre races
*Para Mutual Bettmg
.
*Daily Double

�

�

r�
� ' L1iYJ
Armchair Races
·

Miller & Miller Lite Giveaways
.
Hats & T-Shirts
Downstairs on 50" Scree n
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Committee to· investigate

3

dismissal policy fairness
by Julie Cambria
A committee to investigate the fair
ness of Eastern's current dismissal
policy has been . formed by Edgar

Sad days

Mimes Fifi and Bucko perform
their act in the lounge across from
the Union Bookstore Wednesday at-

ternoon .
Bauer)

(News

photo

by

Paul

Schick, vice president for academic af
fairs.
Schick said the committee was for
. med due to recent concerns raised
about the policy by several Jaculty
members on campus.
"We are gathering data to see if the
c-0nsensus of problems with the current
dismissal policy are real," he said. "If
the problems are real, then we'll see
what we can do to improve it.''
Under the policy, students whose
grade point averages fall below 2.00
are placed on probation and must
demonstrate "satisfactory progress"
the next semester if they are to remain
in school.
Under the graduated scale, the lower.
the student's GPA, the higher his next
semester's GPA must be to remain iQ
school.
Schick said this policy may be unfair
to students on probation who bring
their grades up but not far enough to
raise their cumulative GPA to a 2.00.
"That's like a high jumper who
knocks the bar off at 6 feet and then we
raise the bar to 6 feet 3 inches and ex
pect him to make it," Schick said.
"I want to be sure we have a policy
that works in the best interest of the
student," he said. "'I want to be sure
we're being fair to the student."·
Committee member and De'an of
Academic Development Shirley Moore
agreed, saying, "When you give
students only orie semester to raise
their GPA, that's a tough policy.
We're looking into that."
However, Pat Wright, former Coun
cil on Academic Affairs Chairman and
strong supporter of the dismissal policy
said he thought ·forming a committee

was premature.
"The dismissal figures from last fall
show that there were fewer students
dismissed compared to the previous
fall semester, but figures for spring
aren't in yet," Wright said.
. t the current policy was
·He added tha
implemented to improve academic
standards at Eastern.
''The policy is designed to dismiss
students who aren't serious about their
education," he said. "I{ a student isn't
serious about his education he should
get out and let someone who is in.''
'
Wright said many students aren't
aware that if they receive a "D" or an
'�F" they can take the course over and
the new grade replaces the first one in
their cumulative GP A.
''What happens is _students take new
classes they are not prepared for, or
they don't want to do the work, and
they get themselves in deeper and
deeper," Wright said.
However, CAA Chairman Ron
Wohlstein said the current policy i:nay
be unfair to the students.
"I think we need to look at the
evidence," Wohlstein said. "It may
well be that the policy is unfair to the
student.
"The CAA continually monitors the
policies they have established, and
therefore this policy, as any other
policy, might require modification in
light of the evidence.'' he added.
Schick said the committee has met
only once and has "no particular plan
of action yet" and no "iron-clad
deadline" but hoped it would have a
recommendation by the en d of th e
semester.
Schick added that any recom
mendation made by the committee will
be discussed with the Council of Deans
and the Academic Development staff
and then proposed to the CAA.

harleston offers orientation session for next mayor

y Kevin McDermott

Despite predictions of a smooth
ransition of power jn May, the city is
oing to offer an "orientation session"
or Charleston's new mayor and city
ouncil once they are chosen by the
pril 2 municipal election.
City Administator Mike Steele said
ayor Clancy Pfeiffer and the four
rrent city commissioners have noted
at, when they first took office, they
ere not familiar enough with the
etails of running the city.
To avoid a similar dilemma when the

"I would assume that either of the
two are ready to step in when need
be," Pfeiffer said.
Steele agreed, noting that "all the
candidates for office have expressed
strong interest in economic develop-

ment," one of the city's biggest issues.
Choate said that, although he has
not yet heard the details of the
program, it sounds like a good idea.
"Certainly, any orientation would
be something that would probably be
advantageous,'' Choate said.
Durham, who is currently the public
health
and
safety
commissioner,
agreed.
"When I got on (the council) the fir
st time eight years ago, I. didn't know
t81lything about the way the departments worked," she noted. "I had �o
learn the procedures after I got on the
council. It takes yo u awhil e. "
Ainong the major economic issues in

will have no bearing on whether (the
plant) locates here," Dettro said,
noting that this area's site proposal is
already compl�te;

Once the new mayor and four city
council members are chosen during the
April 2 general municipal election, they
will take office May 7, Steele said.

Death rumor adds.to election night tension

by Kevi" McDermott
For Charleston Mayor Clancy Pfeif
fer, some of the tension Tuesday night
sprung from more than just the fact
that he was losing his bid for re.

resident Shelly Wolff, said she is
anxious to find out where the rumor
began.
"I would like to how it got started,"
Wolff said Wednesday. "I could kill
whoever did it."
Wolff said she has traced the
rumor's origin as far as a local
restaurant, where some of her friends
heard it "over a s andwich."
The rumor spreading through the
courthou se was that Hickman, who.
was in Charleston Tuesday on a visit,
had a heart attack and died. Wolff said
Hickman had open:..heart surgery last
year, and speculated that that may
have had something to do with the

election.
While the crowd at the Coles County
Clerk's office was eagerly awaiting the
election returns, Pfeiffer was fran
tically trying to get the facts concerning
a
rumor
that
his
friend
and
predecessor, former mayor Bob Hick
man, had died.
A phone call at the front desk finally
cleared things up. A reli eved and
smiling Pfeiffer delivered the verdict.
"Rumors of his death· have been
greatly exaggerated,'' he said.
rumor.
Hickman resigned as mayor in 1983,
After a long string of phone calls ,
and Pfeiffer was appointed to the of
Wolff finally reached Hickman to oon
fice. Hickman, who now works for the , firm that he was still alive.
Secretary of State's office in Chicago,
"He's pefectly fme," she ·said.
could not be· reached for comment on
"He's alive and kicking. I've heard
the election-night to clear up the small town gossip for quite a long time,
rumor.
but this was just ridiculous.'•
However, his d8ughter, Charleston
-

ew officers are chosen from the
rrent list of candidates, Steele is
ordinating a program to famili&rize
e candidates with the workings of the
'ty budget, revenue issues, and coun. operations and proceedings.
Steele said he is in the process of sen·
'ng out letters t o the candidates to inrm them about the program, which
'11 take place "about a week" after Charl est on today is the the city's parril's election.
tic.ipation in an attempt to bring
Pfeiffer is on e of two. mayoral can- Qencral
Motor's
new
Saturn
dates
ousted
during
Tucsclay'a autompbile-manufacturing plant to the
'mary election, which bas set Up a Omtral Dlinois area.
e between Murray Choate and Oita
Pfeiffer and the current council have
rham for Charleston's bigbat or- l_iflll 'Mitkina with Mattoon and other
. The primaries also slated fil1lt g
u well as area legislators-, to
.11Ji0Pjiit'.1aplant site in this area to GM.
didates for the four council seats.
- -tM
Wednesday
said
Pfeiffer
y bas not yet decided in
gram is designed to provide the CD-'
Jh.e pJant will be located.
tes with "a little more eclucatlli8'
� Roaer Dettro, who
ut how we do things
so that dlti
in Mattoon's
n't walk in cold."
Tuesday, said WedI loit bid for reHowever, Pfeiffer said he
th mayoral candidates are teadJ;
"asolutely no" efjob, and he doesn't prediet
in office . .___________________________________________________.___..
blems with the transition of no•r.t
·

' -··- · · · . -·

.

.
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Need to get rid of old Items
and make some money?
Try the classlfled ads!

··-

-·--

.
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·

Editorials represent
the majority opinion
of the editorial board ·
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Editor:
An article stating the op
portunity to present names and
qualifications of women who are
or have been a studeht or
faculty member here, and have
made outstanding contributions
to Eastern and/or their com
munity, failed to completely men
tion where to send the
nominations which are due
Friday, March 1 .
These should be directed to
committee member Janet Nor·
berg at the speech·
communications department,
room 23 1 D in· Coleman Hall. I
thank you.
Eulalee Anderson
Women's Studies Council

Farm situation is

Negative side seen
Editor:
This letter is in reference to
the coverage provided by The

rem in iscen.t of

Dally Eastem News of the
Eastern wrestling team.
I am more than pleased to
credit the sports staff with some
great articles. However, some of
the pictures which usually ac- .
company these articles have not
been nearly as good. In fact,
some t)ave been overwhelmingly
.
bad.
This 1 984-85 wrestling
season alone there have been at
least three pictures depicting an
Eastern wrestler fighting to get
off his back. Sarcastic remarks
also were included with some of
these distasteful pictures. One
caption said "Uncle" connotating
that the Eastern wrestler was
giving up the fight against the
opponent.
_After consistently viewing

THc

vP.

The current plight of the nation's farmers

. creates images of John Steinbeck's Grapes
of Wrath: Families with land owned for
generations
selling
out
and
moving
elsewhere.

R1oc'.r

The Dally Eastern News

welcomes letters from any
reader addressing issues relating

to

Names will be withheld only
upon justifiable request.
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a

promised
land,
the
comparison is that far
mers are faced with
sagging market prices,._1
_
rising debts and an almost constant threat of
foreclosure. Like the land, the small farmer
is drying up and blowing away.
Despite
the
obvious
tough
times,
President
Ronald
Reagan
is
seeking
agricu1tura1 reform to cause farmers to
become .what he calls more "market·
oriented." His program includes eliminating
, Graduating seniors have probably heard this one
price supports and tightening the noose on before: "Hey buddy. Yeah y u-the ne han in on
o
o
g g
indebted farmers needing loans. While to the want ads. Geta job!"
reform may be needed, his proposals have
Ouch, that hurts.
I think the seniors.of the world should have a moncome at the wrong time.

Editorial

to the campus community.

1" f\ � E

While there is no migration of .Okies or
Illinoisans

Chris Mcfarland

Lett�r policy

soe_ey G-UYS .. .

The Depression

these types of pictures, many
readers would assume our team
is not competitive at the Division
I level. This is not true, and
these poor pictures are not
representative of our team's per
formance or potential. We are
presently 5·Q on the Division I
level with the potential to qualify
at least four of 1 O wrestlers for
the national tournament.
I, representing the Eastern
wrestling team, am not asking for
sympathy from those responsible
for these pictures. However, ac
curate and more positive
coverage would be deeply ap
preciated. After all, we are
representing Eastern, the op
position is not.

-

-·· -

----

- ·

(i?i@11oD�l

t;JC\iE,__ttJT.'.

Job fa i r ·isn't a place to look .for aJ·O· b
·

Agriculture Secretary John Block says
farmers have no choice but to "take their
lumps," but we questio_n whether the administratiotl understands ·or even ·cares
about the consequences of pulling the rug
from beneath the majority of independent
farmers.
According to Department of Agriculture
statistics, of the 670,000 commercial far-

ms, 178,000 are deeply in debt. That figure
is expected to expand exponentially if
present trends continue.
.
,
.
If Reagan s plan IS enacted, the spiral will
.
only worsen. For.this reason, we can only
give our strong endorsemeQt to members of
the U.S. House and Senate who this week
·

.

.

will vote yes for emergency loans to credit.
.
poor fa�mers so they can plant m the spring.
Looking at the problem from the common
citizen's perspective, the plight means
nothing. Prices at the supermarket probably
·
won't fluctuate one iota and fast food will
'
be as available as ever
.
But w at he country as a whole faces IS
.
the ehmmat1on of what has long been both
an economic base and moral institution. And
independent farmers may be ploughed un·
der
by
some
huge
agriculture
.
.
conglomerate. What kind of free market IS
. that?

� �

·

_

•

th. We'll call it, "Be Nice to Seniors Month." After all,
nowadays everybody has got a month. We somehow
find the time to honor women and minorities, but not
the suffering seniors of this world.
For the past four years we have been . con·
centrating on things like studying, spending
borrowed money, partying and dating. Well, gosh,
now were supposed to get jobs. Imagine that-jobs!
Like I said, a very troubled time in our lives.
Well, for the past five years there's been this running joke in the upper-midwest, it's called the
Collegiate Job Fair. A group of us made the road trip
up to the Sheraton-O'Hare for the fair la�t Fri�ay.
.
.
Next time you see a �ern or wandenn� a1�lessly
.
around campus, ask him 1f he went to the JOb fair. Ask
him how he liked it. Odds are, you'll get a few colorful responses.
Oh, there may be a few kind words here and there.
But based on people I've been talking to, all you'll
h ear is a lot of four-letter words.

-

It wasted a lot of our time, our money, and caused

a lot of unnecessary aggravation for most of the 90

or so Eastern students attending.
But if you read the brochure we received, you'd
think th.a fair was the greatest thing since chocolate
chip cookies. Not so.
Pi�tur�, if you wi I, 2,300 eager seniors, decked
out 1n suits, ties, skirts and shoes only parents wear.
All 2,300 waited patiently to get into a room about
the size of the Union Grand Ballroom. There, about
1 20 perspective employers were waiting to "in·
terview" �ome or most of these job-hunting s�niors.
There 1s only one way to properly describe the
mayhem that went on when the doors opened at
9:30 a.m. Think of 2,001 mad, screaming Russian
women bursting into a department store, trampling

!

Through the lens:
Brian Ormiston

the guards and fighting for two pairs of Calvin Klein
jeans buried at the bottom of 43 nuclear warheads. It
would be a zoo of pure insanity, aggravating for
everyone and a waste of time for all but two.
Well, much like the Russian women, the job fair
was a total waste for all but a few.
For our $1 O registration fee, we got to stand in 30·
minute lines only to hear, "Don't call us kid, we'll call
you."-not to mention a chicken salad sandwich, an
apple, a small bag of chips and a watered-down
Coke. To top it all off, we ate this great lunch on the
floor.
The Placement Center-just by it's name-tells the
average senior that it is here to help us get jobs. You
know, maybe give . that extra kick in the pan
ts-maybe a helpful hint for a resume-or maybe,
just maybe, a lead on a job.
The Placement Center advertised and collected
students' money for this joke-of-a-job-fair.
The whole problem here Was communication. "We
should have given a few words of caution," Donald
Schaefer, assistant director of the Placement Cen
ter, said. Ah, now we get the advice-too little, too
late. "There will be a few that get jobs," he said,
"many more wi ll not."
Fair organizer Parker Lawlis said, "Possibly, only
one-eighth of the people attending" will get jobs.
What's the moral of the story? Don't waste your
time at next year's job fair. The time would be better
spent sitting in a bar.
-Brian Ormiston Is a regular columnist and a staff
photographer for The Dally Eastern News.
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Afro-Am erican · st u, d i_e s r_e d uced at Western
Low enroll ment, lac k of visibility explain progra � c ut

by Amy Zurawski

The reduction of Western Illinois University's
Afro-American Studies program from a department
to a program similar to the one offered at Eastern has
created controversy between Western officials and
students.
As a budget cutting maneuver, Western's ad�
ministration in December 1 983 changed the status of
AAS to a program and divided classes and in
structors among different departments. The AAS
major was dropped in July 1 98 1 .
Macomb administrators justified the move because
of low enrollment in the program and viewed , the
reassignment of classes and instructors as an effort to
make AAS more visible.
But since 1 983, controversy stemming from the
program's division has remained unresolved and will
soon be addressed by the Board of Governors.
At the Feb. 20 BOG meeting, several · AAS
representatives appealed to the board to return the
program to its original state. The recommendations
AAS students made to university officials and the
BOG-included :
•Offering instructor Abdi Shiek-Abdi a tenure track
faculty status to allow him to coordinat e a viable
AAS program.
• H iring permanent, paid, full-time black professors
to teach only AAS program classes.
• P resenting the AAS with a budget greater or equal
to the former AAS department budget.
Wes tern j unior James B rame, an AAS student w)lo
represen ted
the
university's
Black
Student
Association at the meeting, said the university's
"standstill on the problem is defeating to the school's
motto of 'a place where people are important." '
"Eventually, the drop of the department will lead
to a cut of the program," he said. "Students will lose
interest in the classes as a special discipline. ''

Post switch
keeps cha i r
for Col lard

''

I think in a way , the reduction of
W�stern's program is an indirect com
pliment to us.
-Johnetta Jones
Eastern's director
of Afro-American Studies

�������-- ' '

·

Brame added the changes in the program "will
harm the campus as a whole because students will no
longer have respect for the program like they had
when it was a department. ' '
J ohn Maguire, Western's director of news and ser
vices, said since AAS b ega n in 1 972, only six st udents
have graduated from Western wi th bachelor's
degrees from the program.
The changes were made not only for monetary
reasons, Maguire said, but also " to make the
program more visible to more students in more
tlepartments. "
Since 1 98 1 , only a minor in AAS has been offered,
Maguire said. Because Western has no systematic
way of keeping track of students pursuing minors,
Maguire said the number of students enrolled in the
AAS minor is not available.
However, Western's only AAS instructor, Shiek
Abdi, said to decide the fate of a program on
enrollment alone " is not ri ght ."
Shiek-Abdi, whose contract will be terminated at
the end of the spring semester, said, " The number of
students graduated from a program does not make it
successful or unsuccessful.

Castellari said.
This year, a fifth category will be ad
ded for the university-recognized
organization that donates the most
blood, Castellan said.
In addition, White Hen Pantry, 200
East Lincoln, is donating a free ice
cream cone to everyone who donates
blood, Castellari said.
. White Hen employee Carl Ohl said a
previous donor can prove he has given
blood by showing his donor card and
first-time donors can show the needle
mark in their arm to receive their free
cones.

by Michelle Mueller
Wednesday's Red Cross blood drive

total surpassed by nearly SO pints the
totals of previous third-day donations.
A total of 4 1 4 pints of blood were
collected in the third day of the bian
by Nancy Bridges
nual drive, Diane Castellari, general
- The Stude nt Senate Wednesday ac 
chairman of the drive, said.
Collard's
Teresa
senator
cepted
Only 3 1 0 pints were collected on the
resignation fro m her post a s elections thir4 day of last fall's drive, while 387
committee co-chairman and approved
units were collected on the third say
her appointment as university relations
last s pring.
chairman.
" It' s · been real smooth, " Castellari
The resignation was the result of said. " In fact, we closed l S minutes
alleged election violatio ns during the early" to avoid a backlog of donors af
recent special election of an executive ter a heavy t urno ut nea r the 4: 1 5 p.m.
vice president.
closing time, she added.
In addition, senator Larry Markey
Castellari suggested that students
was approved as new elections co
may want to donate earlier on Thur
chairman. Collard was moved into sday, the final day of the drive,
Markey's university relations chairman
because of the closing-hour rush ex
post by a 1 3-8 vote.
perienced Wednesday.
Senator J oe O'Mera said he was not
The blood drive will begin at 1 1 a.m.
in favor of the appointment because it and continue until 4 : 1 5 p.m. Thursday
would not be any " punishment" for
in the Grand Ballroom, Castellari
Collard, who was simply trading
noted.
positions with Markey.
Castellari attributed part of We�
Ron
Speaker
However, Senate
nesday's success to the new Buddy Day
Wesel said he made the appointment
which was aimed at first-time donors.
because university relations was the
" Today (Wednesday) was Buddy
committee Collard originally applied Day and I think the Buddy Day was
for, and· "she can only be punished so part of it (good turnout), " she said.
long."
Castellari said some 4S of the 459
He added that senators should vote
pe<>ple who wanted to donate blood
according to Collard's qualifications
were deferred, usually because of low
or what their constituents have in
iron counts.
dicated, not on the publicity of her
In addition, this year's drive has not
"mistake."
been affected by colds and influenza as
Markey supported the appointment,
past drives have been, she said.
calling Collard "one of the most
"I haven't noticed that many people
valuable senators we have," because of
complaining of the flu or being sick,"
her experience.
Castellari said.
He said "she was wrong," but added
Castellari said that some students
that "she has a lot of integrity. "
who were turned down should' again
In other business, the senate ap
try to donate blood before the end of
proved two groups to be university
the drive.
recognized organizations, which would
" I f it was because of an iron count,
allow the groups to use university
try again, " she said. She added that for
facilities.
some people, eating "one good meal"
·

·

·

Red· C ross blood drive col l ects 41 4 pints

'

·

"Many other things need to be considered when
determining the success of a program," Shiek-Abdi
said. "I think AAS has been very successful. "
Only three AAS classes, all taught b y Sheik-Abdi,
are currently offered at Western, wtfere black studen
ts make up 1 0 percent of the student population.
Shiek-Abdi said if his contract is not renewed or
new AAS teachers are not hired, the AAS classes will
be taught by other Western instructors, and the
quality of education will suffer.
The budget for AAS is currently operating under
the same budget that it had when it was a depart
ment, Maguire said. But he added that since the
FY86 budgets have not yet been approved, he did n ot
know if funding levels would remain the same for
following years.
Although Maguire said a BOG official wi ll v i s i t
Western's campus "sometime next week," he added
that the university " has not considered any further
action yet."
He added that the university does have full-time
black instructors on -campu s, but " they just have
been moved to other departments. They still' teach
classes labeled as AAS programs.''
The debate going on between Western students and
officials has not spread to Eastern and its Afro
American Studies program. In fact, according to
Eastern's AAS director Johnetta J ones, enrollment
has not posed a problem.
Currently 1 8 Eastern students are majoring in AAS
and "graduates about four students every year with
bachelors's degrees in Afro-American Studies, "
Jones said.
" Our (AAS) program has a reputation of
working," she said.
" I think in a way, the reduction of Western's
program is an indirect compliment to us ," J ones
s ai d.

high in iron could be enough to raise
the iron count to an acceptable level.
Castellari said that some people are
unnecessarily afraid to give blood.
She said some students " seem to
think we take a major portion of their
blood" when in fact only one pint is
taken. She added that the average per
son has 1 2 or 1 3 pints of blood in hi s
b ody .
For the student who needs help
building his courage up enough to give
blood, Castellari said there are several
incentives to help motivate hesitant
students.
There is a plaque that is in Old Main,
Castellari said, that lists the male and
female residence halls and fraternity
and sorority which have donated the
most blood.
"We would like to see more fraternities and sororities (give blood),"

'

Happy 21st Missy Beth
Once an Angle,
always an Angle
Love, A and 9A
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Reg istration for
summer , fal l

Eastern g ives state ' s second largest

tota l of te�c h i n g ·certificate deg ree s

by Dave Cooper

Eastern has been ranked second
among
Illinois
universities
and
colleges in the number of teacher
cerification degrees issued in the
1 983-84 academic year.
Lee Bartolini, statistician for the
Illinois State Board of Education,
said Eastern finished second issuing
705 teaching certificates.
Donald Schaefer, Placement Cen
ter assistant director,
said 524
students earned their first degree
while the remaining 1 8 1 certificates
were received by students who had
returned to Eastern for a second cer
tificate.
"Those who have been out for a
while sometimes come back to get
their second certificate, " he added,
noting that many received cer
tification in �dministration and
guidance.
·

·

·

students who shou ld be living most of
their productive lives in the next cen-

A Council on Academic Affairs sub
commi t tee
will
give
its
recom

The prop.osal, from Vice President
for Academic Affairs Edgar Schick,
suggests
moving
from a general
education requirement to a core
curriculum designed to "prepare

_

opportunity
to
structure
a
core
curriculum which will prepare eur
students-of all ages-to be effective
·

�· leads yet in i nvestigation of burg l aries
y

Lisa Vazzi

I nvestigations into the Feb.
15
ee k end burglaries in McAfee Gymasium and the Radio TV Center are
"pretty slow , " Campus Police Chief
om Larson said Wednesday.
oh
"A.a; la t11; rh• .n.n
� - er
·•

eads , "

" ur

""'

C

at

� n .Y

-- · ·

Larson said policemen are
rying to find more information by
alking to people who might have been
ear the a.reas at the time the thefts oc
urred .
The Radio TV Center reported
00 worth of equipment missing Feb.
1 5 , while the McAfee Gymnasium
urglary, Feb . 1 7 , resulted in the loss

some courses would be restructured
and some new courses would be
developed.
According to the proposal, students

Schick wrote in his proposal that the
university has an "ooligation and an

of $250 in gym clothes.
The McAfee investigation has been a
"dead end so far. No one has reported
seeing anyone with the shirts, " Larson

would still have , some choice in selec
ting courses to fulfill the u n ive r si ty 
.. wide requirement, but the list may be
smaller than it currently is for the
general education requirement.
The CAA will not vote on the recom
mendation until its March 7 meeting.

said.
Radio
Beabout

TV Center director John
a ili olice
"in._v.estigatl,!!in!! ! - 1&== = � � -.��
everything / ' but noted that he has not
heard
any
progress
on the
in
vestigation.
In
addition,
Barbara
Waltrip,
·
McAfee Equipment Room attendant,
also said she has not "heard a thing"
about the progress of the investigations
or information about the theft.

Budweis er.

tate representative cancels campus ta l k
State representative Wyvette Younge

f East St. Louis , has canceled her lec

ure scheduled for Thursday.

Younge, who was sponsored by the
Black Student Union as part of Black
istory Month, gave notice of her

ithdrawal Tuesday.
" She can't make it because she has a
pecial m eeting in Wisconsin, '' Clifton
r aha m, BSU chairman of Black
·

istory Month, said.
" There has been no new date
heduled, '' Graham added.
· The lecture, "We Have Yet To Over
me, " would have focused on why

Housing Director Lou Rene.k en said

n the back of the door.

"It is very suspicious when a towel

n the back of a locked door starts on
"
e,
he .said. "If it is found that

meone started the fire, they will be·
'minally prosecuted."
McCray and Visnak could not be
ched for comment.
Hencken added that the damaged
rs are being replaced by Eastern's
ysical Plant.

'

K I NG OF B E E RS ®

politics, sororities, fraternities and
college life are i mpor ta nt to black
students.
Younge is t he second ,scheduled
Black History Month speaker to have·

canceled her presentation.
Mayor David Johnson of Harvey
was scheduled Feb. 1 1 to give a lecture,
"Jesse Jackson: Political Power and
the Black Community, '' but he can
celed because of city business.
J ohnetta Jones, director of the Cen
ter for Afro-American Studies, said
she is attempting to reschedule John
son's lecture for early March.

olice sti ll inves�igatin$J Taylor Ha ll fire
e fire was started by a towel hanging

·

Eastern students who want to pre
register for summer and fall semester
classes, may do so Monday through
April 1 2 .
Registration director Michael Taylor
said he urges students to pre-register
early because classes are ·given on a
"first-come,
first-serve basis" ac
cording to class rank.
Students who have declared maj ors
should pick up their materials in the
Registration Office located in the south
basement of McAfee Gymnasium.
Taylor
said
pre- regi strati on
materials may be obtained by presen
ting a validated I D. Students should
report between 8:30 a.m. and 4� 30
p.m. Monday or Tuesday.
Students who have a number bet
ween zero and four as the last digit of
their social security numbers should
report Monday; all others should
report Tuesday.
Students who fail to pick up their
schedules Monday or Tuesday may
pick them up during regular offi ce
hours after March () in the Reg is tra ti on
Office.
.
Freshmen,
undeclared
and pre
business students should make an ap
pointment at the advisement center as
soon as possible to receive their
scheduling materials.
Vanlou Trank, an adviser in the
Academic Assistance Center, said she
stresses the importance of turning in
�chedule materials as early as possible.
The earlier students register, she said,
the more likely they are to get the
classes they want.
·

citizens of a highly in ter de pendent
world. . . "
· The pro110sal states that some courses included i n . the core curriculum
would need very l ittle change but that

tury. "
The CAA will meet at 2 p . m.
.
Tuesday in the Union Arcola-Tuscola
room.

mendations on a proposal for the
possible development of a new core
curriculum .

by Laurie Heller

·

time.
"The amount of teacher education
majors is decreasing and has been for
the past 10 years, " he said, citing low
teacher salaries as one of the reasons.
Schaefer said the average salary
for beginning teachers is $ 1 3 ,973 , an
increase of $452 from previous ear
nings. He added that the average an
of
salary
beginning
nua l
business/liberal arts teachers is
slightly higher, $ 1 7 ,530, an increase
of $ 1 ,368 more than last year.

AA � n put soug � t on core c urric u·l um proposa l

by Julie Cambria

beg i n s Monday

I llinois-Urbana
issued
3 67 ,
Western Illinois University, 341 , and
Chicago State U niversity, 330.
Eastern's number of Teacher Cer
has
graduates
degree
tification
decreased 1 1 percent in the 1983-84
year compared to 1 982-83 academic
year when 589 students received
teaching certificates for the first

B artolini said students who receive
second certificates are "considered
ungraded specialists who want to
become principals, assistant prin
cipals, counselors, remedial teachers,
nurses and psychologists."
Schaefer said one reason Eastern
has high number of education
majors is because "it is a good
school. Eastern is more teacher
oriented."
However, he added that Eastern
does not offer students as many
specialization areas, like Northern
Illinios University and U niversity of
Illinois, because "they are geared
more towards engineering and have
more areas to go into."
In the survey, Eastern was second
to Illinois State U niversity which
issued 842 teaching certificates. Nor
thern Illinois U niversity ranked third
giving
3 80 , U niversity of

The cause of the Feb. 1 6 fire in
Taylor
Hall
is
still
unknown,
Charleston Fire Department Chief Les
Hinckenbottem said.
H inckenbottem said no new leads
have been found in the fire he termed
" suspicious" and added that it is still
under investigation.
The fire, that caused about $ 1 ,000 of
damage in room 1 70, where freshmen
Shon McCray and Douglas Visnak
reside, forced the door and both closet
doors to be r�placed.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
,

Dirk Androff . . .

( D e c a t u r - E i s enhowe r ) ,
senior forWard, led the
Panthers to two conference
wine in three games last
week by scoring 49 points,
shooting 70% from the
field, getting 22 rebounds
and 1 1 aBBiete . . . he had a
career high 26 against
Valparaiso.

7

Toni Collins . . .

( Lincoln/Jamai ca- Sidel l )
scored 20 points i n �IU' s
66-50 lose to Southern Il
linois last Saturday.

T h u rsday, Febr uary 2 8 , 1 985

•
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P u bl icat ion head
s uggest ions set
by Lori Edwards

Student Publications coordinator David R
Thursday will present his recommendations for t
1 985-86 editor in chiefs for student publications.
The Student Publications Board will consider
recommendations for editor in chief appointments t
the Warbler, The Daily Eastern News and The Su
mer Daily Eastern News.

Reecj said the board, which meets at 3 p.m. Thur
sday in the Union addition Scharer room, will decid
whether to approve his recommendations.
Two candidates have filed applications for
News editor, and · 9ne candidate filed an applicatio
for Warblefeditor.
The coordinator makes his recommendation to t
board based on the editorial advisers' selections
Reed said .
Reed said the editorial adviser of each publicatio
makes a recommendation to him after interviewi
the candidates. Michael Cordts is News adviser
while Mary Wohlrabe advises the Warbler.
- In other business, the board is set to hear repo
from News, Warbler and Vehicle editors. The boar
will also discuss the student publications budget fo
next year.
.

�

Job hunt

Eastern students Wednesday int!=trviewed for
employment at Walgreens. Representatives of the
company conducted Interviews in the Union. Pic·
tured from left to right: Walgreen!? representatives

Bob Ernist and Pat Schulz, Assistant Placement
Center Director Don Schaefer, and Ted lvarie,
dean of the College of Business. (News photo by
Steve Pekala)

Budget h i ke i n ' 85-86

Measles m u·ffl e movem ent at Boston sc hool
BOSTON (AP)-Boston University officials bat
tling a campus measles epidemic that has stricken 53
people, urged students Wednesday to avoid crowded
elevators, planes and even intimate dinner parties.
The school has called off all plays, art exhibits and
large lectures, and is warning students to stay away
from crowded dormitory rooms and dining halls.
Classes were not affected because of mid-term
examinations.
Fang h\ve been barred from, all BU sporting even
ts. And school and governmert't health officials have
said they are concerned students will spread the
disease from coast-to-coast when the week-long
vacation begins Friday�
They have asked students to travel by car if
possible. Students whose admission forms do not in
dicate they have been inoculated wili not be allowed
•

to return to school without written proof of im
munization, university spokesman John Keller said.
Medical authorities have estimated that about
5 ,000 of the school's 28 ,000 students are vulnerable,
either because they were not inoculated as youngsters
or because they were not vaccinated before a longer
lasting dose was developed in 1 968 .
. "There was a rumor going for a while that we were
going to call in the National Guard to surround one
dorm . " said Keller, "We've been busy running
around, pasting up posters saying, 'There will be no
quarantine. There will be no National Guard . " '
Keller said docters from the state and city depart
ments of health as well as an epidemic specialist from
the U . S . Centers for Disease control in Atlanta, are
helping the school operate vaccination centers.
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·

Eastern's Sports and Recreation Board will requ
Thursday an $ 1 1 , 1 3 5 increase for its 1985-86 budg
from the Apportionment Board .
AB chairman Tammy Walker said Sports an
Recreation Board is asking for $5 5 , 885 for the 1 98
86 academic year. · The board received $44, 750
year.
After the budget presentation, Walker said, t
AB, which meets at 7 p.m. in the Union addition Ar
cola-Tuscola room, will deliberate the budget.
She added that the deliberation consists of lookin
at each line item and deciding whether it should be i
creased, decreased or remain the same .
However, all deliberations are not yet complet
and all the budgets must be approved by the Stud
Senate.
·

Ki ng _from page 1

enthusiasm I have.
"Martin Luther King, Jr. challenged
us to be drum majors, to be excellent, "
she said, " and whatever our
professions may be, if you want to
have people follow you, you have to be
an extremist . "
.
Reaction to King seemed positive
during her speech as she was greeted by
a standing ovation after she was in
troduced. After the lecture, the mood
seemed to linger.
Jimmy Franklin, president of Con
cerned Citizens of Charleston, said, "I
thought her message was powerful
although her general demeanor was
low-key. I thought her speech was in
spirational, and as one would suspect
she gave the message of her husband. "
And after shaking hands with King,
Afro-American Studies director
Johnetta Jones said, "It's like
touching history."
King's speech, which cost $5 ,500,
was the most expensive UB funded lec
ture of the year. Sixties drug activist
Timothy Leary's appearance in the fall
cost the UB $3,350.

sou g ht by recreation

* 1 00

A�L
NIGHT
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at the

DIPLOMAT
for

PROG RESS IVE
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1 59 9 5
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by the h ouri
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CALL 2796
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a deposit!!
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Each Lady seated in a Booth
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Free Drink.

Need to catch u p with the latest news i n the world of sports?
Check out the sport pages of The Daily Eastern News
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Com petitio n fi nalist

University Board Presents

.R�kie ru n n e r vies fQr fi rst place

by Annette Seymour

Eastern's Rookie Runner program
was recently named as a finalist in the
National Association of College and
University
Residence Hall
Association' s competition for the best
student implemented program,
The Rookie Runner program was
created three years ago by the Residen
ce Hall Association, but was only en
tered into the competition this year.
Leslie Garrigan, RHA president and
chairman of the 1 984 Rookie Runner
program, Penny Jones and Laura
Seymour, co-national communications
coordinators for the Illinois Residence
Hall Association, developed the
program's presentation and submitted
it for judging.
The 1 50�200 volunteer students who
participated in the program were
assigned to the various residence halls
to help new students move and get
acquainted with their new dwelling and
the campus.
Due to its success, Garrigan said, the
program was entered in NACURH's
program of the year competition and
will now compete in the finals .
RHA will find out how the Rookie
Runner program fared at NACUR-

·

CH's national conference at the
University of Florida-Gainesville May
23-26.
George Washington University and
Oklahoma State University will also be
vying for the " Program of the Year"
title.
George Washington University's
program, Martha's Marathon of Bir
thday Bargains, raised $ 12,000 in
scholarship money for residence hall
students.
O k lahoma State l,Jniversity ' s
Leadership Development Program
consisted of a series of seven lectures
geared toward residence hall students .
Garrigan said the final dedsion will
be based on a 75-minute oral presen
tation delivered by Jones and Seymour
in which they will describe the Rookie
Runner program, how it was
established and what it accomplished.
Jones said the three programs are so
unique from each other in nature that
the decision "could go either way.
We're not sure of the competition
we're up against now . "
However, Jones said she believed
Eastern ' ' had the edge ' ' over
Oklahoma State's program. because
that program was in its first year.

Come to lau gh, co m e to c ry, c o m e to que,
c o m e to te rm s.

FRIDAY, MARCH 1
6:30 & 9:00 p.m.

$1.00 ADM ISS I O N

·

·
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MACOMB, IL

Psycholo g y sc holarsh i ps offered

b y Joe Spevacek
Two $ l ,000 scholarships are being

while returning to Eastern after visiting
his mother in Olney. Overton said
offered to Eastern graduate students in Hubele came to Eastern in 1 968 and
honor · of Glen Hubele, a former was "highly regarded as a teacher. "
Saltmarsh added that Hubele was a
Eastern psychology instructor, by the
"gentle and creative teacher who
Association for Counseling and
minimized threats in learning by in
Development Foundation.
Psychology instructor Robert Salt viting people to learn -in remarkable
marsh said the recipient, who must be ways . ''
studying educational psychology and
In addition, the ACPF is also spon
guidance, should exhibit ' 'wide con soring a National Graduate Student
cerns showing evidence that he or she Award for g raduate students
goes beyond their own parochial in throughout the United States who have
terests. "
shown outstanding work in the
H e added that the application, which . development of a thesis, dissertation or
must be returned by the end of spring manuscript prepared and accepted for
semester, asks students to list a publication in an ACPF or divisional
"Minerva experience-an event that professional journal.
Because this is the first time the
has had a profound effect on viewpoin
award has been offered, Saltmarsh said
ts concerning life and how it is lived. "
Psychology department chairman no criteria for selecting the winners or
Paul Overton said the $ 1 ,000 award, a deadline for returning applications
which will be presented for the first has been established.
Applications for both scholarships
time in 1 986, was created by Hubele's
mother, Cicely Hubele, who donated are available in the Office of
an initial $5 �000 to provide $500 awar · Educational Psychology and Guidance
located in Buzzard Building room 214.
ds.
Hubele died in 1 976 in a car accident

. $a•

SIX GREAT SUBS

�11' R ONE HAl.F FtllW OI' VEGef"Ae\£?. CH��
/\t4D M?Af'? Ol-J 011i: F�H Mi.:IW �.?
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Tumbling, magic and trick cyclists
will be featu red when the Chinese
Acrobats and Magicians from Taiwan
perform Thursday evening.
The performance, sponsored by the
University Board, will take place at 8
p.m. in Dvorak Concert Hall.
Dancers, jugglers, trick cyclists,
mag1c1ans, Kung-Fu and bright
costumes are featured in the revue,
Tracy Benham, UB performing arts
coordinator, said.
The revue has traveled nation-wide
and starred on such shows as Late

Too

�BIG .JOHN

Plt!ME � ei=.EF, LET11JCE,
10M;:>.TO Al'JD MAVO

SORRY. CHARLIE

CAl.FO"!JIA �Yll.JNA Ml)(ED Wlltl CE!StY,
ONI�' � <>l'EC1Al-'5Al)C1', LE?T'TUCf,
WMA"fo ' ALFAl..FA <;l>IWIJT-5 ·

UNCLE TOM

�511 &AKED 11JR1<£Y. Lffilk::l: ,
MA\'t;> , ALF1>.LFA� ' lOMATO.

•5 the v1ro .

� ITAUAN SUB W!ll1 u l' NM � , HAM
CAPACOlA,Pl{oWl.Ol-JE CHE€� , U:nt.JCE,
TOMATO,a.llON<;, OIL ( VIN�A� .

#fj t11eVEGETARIAN

. rwo �A'fm'1 Of �ONE Cti'E£,
<?t'�(EV �y AfWA "*'IWUT'?,
flllOCADO, L.fT11.,.JC'E 1™A11:> t MA'IV

......5'

•ao RGm BEEftatEESE COMBO

MfDUA � f"M;feEEF, ( .A�Of''511'0C!�
ON 111E f� IW.f; � CHE:eff ,'llJMI®,
LE1'1UCE AMJ MAYO ON lkf OIHER AW�&.1 ,

11�'(Sl.10Kl'D
�HAM«:HD
<:W8
HAMt �\1:IWIJE OIEE?f

O!ol 11£ IJOf'i:)M, ROPGTll..IF:KE:Y �?T,lftflJCf,
TllMATO � ll\l\W Olff�
../Ot{N'Sf'JIV/Jli't ?Cll

".ftAa-IY

THE SAMPlfJl 5PECW.•

HAM,CHE€:5E6 r� f'!Al::U' 6Rf.AD.
1JW1S IT'NO VfUB � '7AIJCE. F'l.AI� LIKE'
IN PAAl'J>. MJ l� Dn!CllC ( l'\� M
:..E AST ONE 1RY '

Show wil l feat u re m a g ic , tricks
by Angela Paoli

'7MOl<W �A HAM, Wl!1� �� lllfE�, 1£rn.JCf°,� 1A'<t> t ICMATO.

Night with David Letterman, The
Tonight Show and Real People,

Benham added.
The board ·expects a sell-out of the
performance, Beitham said, because of
the wide range of publicity the rev\Je
has received.
Admission for the show is $2. 50 for
Eastern students with ID and $7 for the
general public. Groups over 20 can
participate in rates costing $5 per per
son and student groups over 20 can
purchase tickets for $2. Tickets are
available in the Union Box Office.

Ba rg a i n s Are No
Mystery To Us

from page 1

__________

that's bad business. "
Sjorslev and Saucier both said they
were disappointed with the student tur
nout in Tuesday's election, and agreed
that more student input in city elec
tions is needed.
"Students are like, 'hey, it's not
going to effect me, ' " Sjonlev said.
"But what they don't realize is that the

·

1oca1 . unit

(of government) ·pJiya more
than anything

of a role ia their lives
else."

qreed

. "i think lllOlt Of the
Saucier
students don't want to vote mainly
because they don't live here, " he said.
"That's n � necessarily a good ene>u&h
reason. ' '

1
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Thursday's
1 O February 2 8, 1 985
·

Cl assi fie d ads
----..----� ·

aservices Offered

- Thursday ' s

Digest

TV
3:30 p.m.

2-Charlle'a Angela
9, 1 5, 20,38 tleathcllff
1 o-Dukea of Hazzard
1 2-Mlater Rogers
3:H p.m.
5-Alntstonee
4:00 p.m.
3--Hst to Hst
9--0ukea of Hazzard

1 2-seaame Street
1 5,2<>-Happy Daya
1 7-Every Second Counts
38-1 Dream of Jeslnle
4:11 p.m.
5-:Leave It to Beaver
4:30 p.m.
2-MASH
1 <>-People's CotM't

1 5 , 2Q-Olff' rent Strokes
1 7-WKRP In Cincinnati
�ford and Son
4:H p,m.

5-Andy Griffith

5:00 p.m.

2,3, 1 �ews
9, 1 5,2o-Jeffersons
1 2-3·2·1 Contact
1 7-People's Court
38-$ 1 00,000 Name That
Tune

5:05

p.m.

5--Beverly HlllblHles

5:30

1:05 p.m.

5-llttle House on the Prairie
1:30 p.m.
2, 1 5,2�Wheel of Fortune
3-PM Magazine
9-Benaon

1 0-Every Second Counts
1 7-Three'a Company
7:00 p.m.

2, 1 5, 2<>-Coaby Show
3-Magnum, P.I .
9-Movle: "The Big Sleep"
(1 i78) Remake of Raymond
Chandler' s complex detective
ya-n with Robert Mi tchum 88
. the private eye Investigating a
blackmalki's murder .
1 2-llllnols Preas
1 7-Movle: "Neighbor&"
( 1 98 1 ) casts John Belushi
against type 88 a respectable
suburbanite whose orderly life
Is disrupted by the strange
new people next door .

7:05 p.m.

5-Portralt of America

7:30 p.m.

2, 1 5, 2�amily Ties
1 2-New Tech Times

8:00 p.m.

2, 1 5 , 20-Cheers
1 o-simon & Simon
1 2-Jacques Cousteau

8:05

p.m.

p.m.

2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7 ,2�S - 5-NBA Basketball : Los
Angeles Lakers at Phoenix
9-Allce
8:30 p.m.
1 2-Nightly Business Report
2, 1 5, 2�ight Court
�t·s Metke a Deal

5:ft p.m.

5--0omer Pyfe, USMC
1:00 p.m.

2-Newlywed Game
3, 1 5, 1 7 , 20-News
9-Barney Miller
1 �Entertainment Tonight
1 2-MacNell, Lehrer
38-Famlly Feud
ACROSS
1 Pitch indicator
5 Daughter of
William the
Conqueror
lO London's
· Albert 14 Emulate the
good doctor
15 Gardener in
spring
16 Nichols hero
17 With 57 Across,
mason's
lament
20 Recreation
·centers
21 Queen
Gertrude's son
22 Grant obtained
by Hollywood �
23 In person
24 Leyte neighbor
27 Steeplejacks,
at times
31 Antarctic cape
32 Gay deceiver
33 Australian
honey possum
34 Small ape
35 Billet-doux
opener
38 Norris Dam
org.
39 Amazon
dolphin genus
41 Something
bankers Jean
on
42 Arabian prince
44 Mason's
material
41 Jerks
47 Ambassadorial
asset
48 Holier
- -thou
SO Quit
53 When the lunch
bunch munch
57 See 17 Across
59 Sorrel's kin

Report emn .........., 81 111·211 2. A OGrNCt 8d
wlH .,...., In the nut edition. Un.... notlllad, ..
callftOt be ....,... for an lnoorNCI ad attar lt9 nr
at lnaertlon. Daad Hne 2 p.m. ..,...... day.

1:00 p.m.

2, 1 5, 2�1ft Street Blues

3, 1 o-Knots Landing

9-News
1 2-Mysteryl
1 7-20/20

1:30 p.m.

9-INN News

80 Shopper's

concern
61 Leave Logan
62 Sounds of
disapproval
63 Snake genus
64 Laurel
bestowed on
Hollywood

DOWN
1 Modish
2 Woman in a
Yeats poem
3 Make one's
salt
4 A caboose
preceder
5 Role for
Walters
6 Soft and fluffy
7 Mas that say
"n!.aa"

,

Crossword
1 0:00 p.m.

1 0:30 p.m.

_________

2, 1 5 , 2�Tonlght
3--MASH
9-Love Boat
1 <>-Night Heat
1 2-latenlght America
1 7-Entertalnment Tonight

,

______

38-Nlghtllne
1 1 :00 p.m.

3-Hawall Flve-O
1 7-Nlghtllne
38-Eye on Hollywood
1 1 :30 p.m.

2, 1 5, 2�te Night With
David Letterman ·
9-Movie: "High Velocity"
( 1 977> Melodrama centering
on the abduction of a corporatlon chief by guerrillas in
an unspecified Asian locale.
Ben Gazzara , Britt Ekland.
1 7-Barney Miller
38-NOAA Weather Service
·

1 1 :40

p.m.

1 �vie: "Cry RApel" a
1 973 TV movie focusing on
the violent crime's effects on
the victim; the accused, the
police and the courts. Betty:
Andrea Marcovicci. Andy:
Peter Cottfleld.

1 1 :45 p.m.

5-Movle: "Legend of the
Lost"( 1 95 7) John Wayne,
Sophia Loren and Rossana
Brazzi plod through the
Sahara in search of a lost city.
Kurt: Kurt Kasznar. Firmed in
Italy.
Midnight

3-More Real People
1 7-News

32 " Pajama
Game" actor
36 Optional
course
37 Lessee
40 They outshout
words
43 Coaches
45 Harum-scarum.
48 Do some sums
49 Fire-engine
. gear
50 Tapered tuck
51 Biblical
oldster
52 Neb. neighbor
53 v. Lopez
theme song
54 Monogram pt .
55 Cartouche
56 Place west of
Nod
58 N . T . book

'

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

2,3, 1 0, 1 5, 1 7 , 20-News
9-WKRP In Cincinnati
1 2-Doctor Who
�Twilight Zone

8 Wimbledon
call
9 D . C . building
10 Sam Spade 's
creator
11 Former labor
leader
12 Verse
1 3 A Bait
1 8 Came closer
19 Chalet feature
23 Compare .
24 Franks ' law
25 "A Bell
for -"
26 S . F . Bay
county
27 Street show
28 Horner or
Sprat
29 Split
30 Top bananas

Profeaelonal Rest.me and
Typing Service . Reeumee : high
QUlllHY , typed and typeset. Ex·
celent peckagea avalleble .
Memory Typing Service:
papers cover letters , and
much more . Also, aelf·servlce
typing and aelf·servlce copies.
Ifs AJA At PATTON QUH< PRINT
In the new West Park Plaza,
822 w. Lincoln. 345-8331 .
oo
JOB HUNTING? Copy-X
reaumea get reaultal Fast ser
vlce--4ow prices . Cloee to
campus at 207 Lincoln. 345·
83 1 3.
00
NEED TYPING: papers let·
ters; profeaelonal secretary.
Call 345-9225-$1 .00 per
page .
5/8
STRIPOGRAMS I Male and
female by Quick Kemy and Co.
345-7848.
------=---"/28
and
Profeaetonal Typing
Theses,
Editing Services.
Research Papers , Reports,
Letters, Memos , Resumes,
Reasonable Rates
Other .
Hours 9 to 5. Phone 345·
9273.
3/ 1
Need
Typing
Done?
Professional Typist. Call 345·
2595 after 5 p.m .
3/5
.

______

__

__

H elp Wanted

Part-time sales persons for
spring and summer. Inquire In
person at McArthur Honda,
1 00 1 Lincoln.
3/ 1
Experienced typist 5 hours
per week.
58 1 -351 �Dr.
Woodall-Lantz Gym.
3/4
____

______

2 8Ubleasera needed for
2 bedroom furnished apart
ment neer Sqlae. $ 1 70. Cal summer . Apartment cloee to
csnpua Water & garbage plld .
345-7 1 7 1 from 1 0- 1 1 or 5-7.
345- 1 883 after 5:00.
oo
311
REGENCY APARTMENTS:
Two bedroom houle . Im
Now lee8lng for S001rner and
fall. 345-9 1 05.
mediate or summer oc·
---,.-----.------00 cupancy. Quiet neighborhood.
Renting for 8 5- 88 school
Nicely finished Interior. Not
,,... cmnpus. Call and leaV9
yew Very nice, furnished, 2 &
3 bedroom houW , near cam
name and number 348-07 1 5.
3/21
pus , no pets. Call 345·31 48
after 6 p.m.
Spacloua house, fuml8hed
4/5
for six women , 3 blocks from
p r i vacy p l u t ,
Rent portable refrigerators
campus,
88 low 88
$1 O a month,
washer/dryer, 1 cs gnge,
homt,
microwave oven $ 1 5 a month .
h o m e - aw a y - f r o m
Cell 345· 77 48.
available summer , $690/mon
th, 1 2 month lease , 348-0377
oo
Rent a mtnl storage 88 low as
atter 5:00.
$20 a month. Greet for motor·
cycles, blcyclea, etc. Cal
1 or 2 subleaser8 needed far
345-7748.
oo 8001rner . Nice, clean apt. 1 1 /2
Renting for summer and/or blocka from campus. (A.C. ,
85·88 achool yew Pstlally parking, washer & dryer ilf
furnlahed 2 bedroom house building.) CHEAP rent. Cll
with washer/dryer, off street 345-4990.
315
perking. Cloee to csnpua
NEAR CAMPU�� iuee '85Room for 4. Call after 5. 348\.
'86, clean. ''..\C�.:ioe. 5 per
8886.
sons r. · c�'"' t>hone 345_______ 128
Now renting for fall and 24 1 6.
3/8
spring of '85 and '86, Ratt's
Summer. Rooms for femalee
Polk St. and University apart·
. ments: also for summer. 345· in a big house near campua .
Utilities included. 345-6780.
6 1 1 5.
-��----00
--:--------'/28
One or two female soovner
Nice 1 bedroom apartment.
1 block from campus, only subleasers needed . Beautiful
range and refrlg. provided, car· A/C apt. one block from Lantz.
pet, A·C, 2 people max . . no Call 345-9738.
318
pets, $250/mo. 345-4220.
.3/ 1
Partially
furn ished
3
House: Fully furnished, 3
bedroom house available for bedroom house, near the
summer. 4 blocks from cam - square. Also 3 bedroom fur·
, pus, washer/dryer, off street nished upstairs apartment
paridng. Rent $270 a month close to c&mpus. For In
plus utllitlea-3 month lease. formation call 581 -2291 bet
ween 5 : 30 p.m. to 7 : 00 p.m.
FEMALES
. ONLY! 345·2 1 36.
c-2/28
00
.

_
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_
_
_
_
_
_
_

__
_
_
_
_
_
_
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_
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_
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__
_
_
_
_
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_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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•

______

______

____

_____

Rides/Riders

Ride needed to Bloomington,
Indiana for the weekend of
March 1 . Call Mike 345-3405.
2/28
Ride needed to Mt. Prospect
weekend.
this
area
Mike-348- 1 4 73.
2/28
Ride needed to Dun·
dee/Schaumberg area or even
Hinsdale Oasis. This weekend.
Call Pat, 2334 .
2/28
______

• School year individual leases
•Variable rent levels to suit
your needs
1
• Lower utilities
• Laundry facilities

____

in e11ch building
• 24 hr. emergency

______

ft

Roommates

Female roommate wanted for
'85· '86 school year to share 2
bedroom apt. with 3 girls, Call
581 -3949 or 581 · 5 1 30.
3/1
2 female roommates needed
to share an apartment for '85·
'86 school year. Call 348·
8209 or 348- 1 596.
3/ 1
N� a place to hang your
hat? Need more names on your
mailbox? Advertise it in the
classifieds!
--�-----cOOh

� CWty

_____

ffie cp1rmfigto�
�ille c.At CRe,gettcy·

____

•newspaper
stands

-cam p us clip s
Rad Croa Blood Drive has Its last hours from
1 1 a. m . -4: 1 5 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 2 8 . Be a
BLOOD BU DDY !
Student Senate Leglelatlve Committee wll
meet at 6 p.m. Thursday , Feb. 28 In the Union
Walkway. Everyone welcome .
StudeRt Senate Unlvenlty Relatlone Cont
mlttM wll meet at 8 p.m. Thursday . Feb. 28 In
the Union walkway . Everyone welcome .
Phi Gamma Nu wll meet at 5:45 p.m. Thur·
adey , Feb. 28 In the Union Chlr1eeton- Mattoon
room . Publlclty committee wll meet at 5:30.
Data Proceeal ng ........t Aseoclatlon
Is having a tour elgn-up and. officer nomlllatlona.
Detalla .. outside of Blair Hall room 308.
Alpha Phi Omega wll go lo Charteeton Manor
at 8:45 p.m. Thuraday, Feb. 28. Meet at the
rock. Bring your aw If you can drive .
EIU Rugby Club wll have their first practice at
4 p.m. Monday, Mwch 4 at Lakeside· Field
There will be an organizational meeting at 4 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 28 at Lakeside Field Anyone In·
"
terested should attend .
TKE Little Sletar Pledge C .... wll meet at
6:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 28 In the Union Wrllt<·
.

.

See page 1 1 f or answers

For Rent

For Rent

way. Bring your dues!

School of Horne Economlc:e wlH hold 11'1 In
formational meeting on internships at 1 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 28 In Appl ied Science Building
room 202 . All home ec majors planning on dolnt
an Internship In S001rner or fall of 1 985 lhol*I
attend .
C.mpue Cllpe are published dally , free d
ctwge, as a public service to the campus. Cllpt
should be submitted to The Delly Eastern
office by noon one bualnNa day before ma. lo
be published (or date of event). lnfcnnabj•
should Include event, name of spcllllOrlnlJ•
organization (spelled out � no Greek letter e.:
brevlatlons) , date, time and place of event, '*
any other pertinent Information . Name d
phone number of submitter must be lnclucltd,
Cli ps containing conflicting or confuelng In
formation wll not be run If submitter cannot bi
contacted. Clips wHI be edited for IPICf
available. Clips submitted after noon of deacllli
day cannot be guaranteed publication . Cllpe
be run one day only for any event. No cllpe
be taken by phone.

Th ursday ' s

Cl assi fi ed ads

February 2 8, 1 985
For Rent

F or Rent: Summer apart·
ments, fl.mlahed , 2 blocks
east
of campus.
Rent
reasonable . Call 34 5-2 784 al·
ter 5 p.m. 1 and 2 bedrooms
Mllable.
3/ 1 3
______

RENTAL SERVICES, houaea
apartments. Offlce-1 4 1 2

4th St. , 345·31 00.

-------�3/ 1 4
Two
bedroom apartment
lable now, summer, or fall.
t starting at $280 a month
two people . Phone Carlyle
ents 345· 7 7 46.
--- 0
•----0
LeaSing now for fall. One and
o bedroom furnished apart.
ents. 345· 7286.
· --2/28
·---For
Ren1:
Leasing . for
ugust; house furnished for 5
s. Close to campus. Ex·
lent condition. 345· 7 286.
·------2 128
Renting for fall . Very nice fur·
ed apartments close to
·
pus. 2 bedrooms, 1 1 /2
ths; central air, dishwasher,
ge disposal and laundry
building. Need four people.
1 345-2253 after 5 : 00 .
___
____3/1
3

For

Sale

We want to buy gold class
silver
gold jewelry,
gs,
348·
guns.
and
ins,
21 4-Pawn and Loan Gun

______c·R·2/28
WISCONSIN-3 acres near
inong . Wooded, secluded
aceful. Walk to lake. $ 2 , 800
tal. 2 1 7·328·4079.
______3/1 8
2 pair of speakers, 70 wt.·
50 wt. Prices negotiable. Call
e, 345-3364.
____ 3/ 1
Pinball 4 player Solid State
Priced
lectro n i c s .
nably . Call 348· 1 2 1 4
·5.
__
____3/
1

For Sale

Must eelll 1 980 Yamaha
650 Speclal • . Need money for
Spring Break. Call 345-2083 .

Ask tor Steve.
1 977

Volare

2 · door,

power/air. Call 58 1 ·5434 .

______ /28

1 977 Plymouth Gran Fury:
PS, PB, AC, cruise, etc. , new
tires and battery. Great ride!
Must sell! $700. Call 826·
5849 or 826-655 7 .
_./29
__
_
_
_
_
_
Beer signs, lights, neons,
clocks & mirrors. 345·4 1 43 Jf·
ter 4 p.m.
__.. / 2 8
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Boys captain bedroom set
mattress,
Bed,
complete :
chest, nightstand. $ 1 80 firm .
Phone 345·9363 after 5 prri .
_3/ 1
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

0
]

Lost/Found

Found: 2 sets of car keys on
Andrews Hall keyrlngs. Claim
them at Andrews Han deal<.
--- /28
---�-2
Lost: Blue clutch bag with
reading glasses inside. If found
call Carol at 58 1 -5758.
------ / 28
LOST: Ladies' gold ring with
stone .
(purple)
amethyst
Reward. I f found call 348·
1 4 1 9.
_________../ 28
Lost: Student ID and drivers
license for Mindy Aldridge
58 1 · 5 0 3 9 .
call
p lease
REWARD!
____ 2/28
Lost: Gray jacket lost 2/22 at
Lantz. Contains wallet and ID's.
Reward. Call 5864.
______ ./28
Lost: EIU Jacket and keys at
Kracker's. If you have to have
jacket, please return keys to
Eastern News.
______ /28
LO.t: Wallet between Car·
man and Buzzard Building. If
found call Dave at 58 1 -388 2 .
_3/4
_
_
_
_
_
_
.
_

' ' Do-it-yourself ' ' CLASSIFIED AD FORM
N ame

3/ 1

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

0
]

Lost/Found

LOST or STOLEN: Navy blue
EIU jacket w/blue hooded
at
sweatshirt li n er 2/2 1

Knicker'&. No questions . Call
58 1 -6 1 07 .

_./28
Lost: Blue duflle bag con
taining clothes and personal ar·
tlcl88. Substantial reward! Call
345-5367 .
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

�-------·3/1
Found: Ladles gold watch.

Claim at the Eastern News.

.3/ 1
Found in front of Tarble Arts
2·23: Mitten with blue, pink,
\Ind �own print. Pick up at
Daily Eastern News.
/1
__
3
__
Found in front of Union
Bookstore 2·2 f: Tan scarf with
brown print. Pick up at Daily
Eastern News.
______3/ 1
· Joan Ryan: Pick up your l . D .
in the Eastern News office.
__
__3/1
Pamela Callahan: Pick up
your l.D. in The Dai ly Eastern
News office.
______ 3/ 1
Judi Hoehne: Plck up your
l . D. In tha Eastern News office.
__
3/t
__
Lost-Gold Citizen Watch , In
the University · U nion or bet·
ween the Union and Buzzard.
Please call 348·5988.
_
_3i4
_
_
_
_
_
_
A pair of skiing
Lost:
sunglasses with blinders. Sen·
timentai value. Reward! Call
GARY 348-0464 .
__
__3/4
Lost: At Lantz Gym , on 2!26 ,
with
watc h
gold
ladies
engraving on back. Reward.
Call 58 1 -3526.
---'3
---�-/4
Found: Man's wallet. Identify
by calling 345-4996 .
3/4
______

� · � A nnouncements

Apparel-Includin g ·
workshlrts. Call Jean 581 •
5365.
·
_c TR 4/ 1 8
_
_
_
_
_
Miller

Doonesbury

�}

:...��.).: A nnouncemen ts

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Birthright cares. Free testing.
348-855 1 , Monday-Thursday,
3·5: 50 p.m.
______.5/2

Trl-Sl gs : Have a great day!
Love, Lauren

KEEP ABORTION LEGAL
and safe. Join NARAL. Free
referrals. 345·9285.
c-MR-00

_
_
_
_
_
_

WHY PAV MORE FOR
DAVTONAl l THE REEF HAS
AN EVERYDAY LOW PRICE
OF $ 1 7 2 . 00! We are students
serving YOU tha student! We
are not a travel agency! Call
345·9084 TODAY for . per·
sonallze d attention YOU deser·
ve!
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_3 / 1
SPRING BREAK at th e Best
-LOCATION in DAYTONA. Stay
at tha DIPLOMAT 1 block from
tha CENTER of the Action . For
$ 1 5 9 . 9 5 . Call 2 7 9 6 .
__
____3/1
MARKETING
A M E R ICAN
ASSOCIATION members who
are selling Aorida raffle tickets
need to have thair money in by
Thuraday, February 28. Return
tickets or money to office 1 24,
Coleman Hall.
____ /28
1 /2 LB. Steak Sandwich &
Onion Rings. $ 1 . 9 5 . Max's
Munchies.
---.,...------2/28
We love you Sig Pi's, oh yes
we do, we enjoyed the raid
Tuesday night, how 'bout you?
Ducked all those pillows that
flew; but don't even think of
revenge-we'll be waiting for
you! Love, tha Sig Kaps
____ 2/28
Si'gn up this weekend for tha
SPRING BREAK trip of tha
80's from $ 1 59. 9 5 . CALL
2796.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_3/1
NANCY PIPER, Hope you
have a fantastic birthday. Love,
Julie
_______ 128

DAN PAUCKA, do you like
not
no,
SURPRISES? Oh
again?! Love, GIGI
-------� ·1 28

Phone
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__
_
_
_
_
_

Ad to read :

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

BLOOM COUNTY

Under classification of:
Dates to run
D Yes
Student?
D No
(Student rate half-price)
Payment:

D Cash

D C heck

CLASSIFIEI) AD I NFORMATIO N

COST: 1 4 cents per word first day, 1 0 cent11 pe r word
each consecutive day thereafter (minimum 1 0 words) .
Student rate is half price and ad MUST be paid for in ad·
vance.
PLEASE: no checks for amounts less than $ 1 .00.
PLE;ASE print neatly. Don't use Greek symbols.
Fill out this form and cut out from newspaper. Place ad
Wld money in envelope and deposit in the News drop-box
In the Union by 2 p.m. one business day before It Is to
run. During the summer semester tha News will be
published Tuesdays and Thurac:lays only.
Ads may be submitted In person by coming to tha News
office, located in the Buzzard Education Building, North
Gym . Office hours are 8 :· 00 a.m. to 4 : 30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Legitimate Lost & Found ads are run FREE for .three
days, but dates to run must be specified. There Is a limit
of 1 5 words per ad.
All political ads MUST contain the words "Paid for by"
Wld the name of the person/organization paying for the
ad. No political ad can be run without this Information.
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads con
sidered libelous or in bad taste.

_
_
_
_
_
_
, -;. _

A nnounce m ents

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Address

Report errors linmedlately at 581·211 2. A correct ad
will appear In the next edHlon. Un .... notlfled1 we
cannot be f'MPOMlble for an Incorrect ad alter Its fir
st Insertion. Deadline 2 p�m. pr�-• �Y·
-- -

--------' 1 28
DOG FEST: Friday, R.T.
Oog'.s birthday party 1 435 9th
Street. Klsa tha dog, · get In
free.
_
_3/1
_
_
_
_
_
_
Angle Stumph: Vou are a fan
tastic pledge and your extra
special A· Mom loves· ya bun ·
chea!
______ 2/28
TERMS OF ENDEARMENT.
Friday 6 : 30 and 9 : 00 p . m .
Admission
Grand Ballroom,
$ 1 . 00 .
---'----....c3/ 1
Del ta Zetas. The Men of
Delta Tau Delta great time last
night. Looking forward to the
next time.
____2/28
HAPPY BIRTHDAY , MISSY!
Love, an old Looney, Jan.
____2/28
Screen:
Big
One
Page
Thurs. . All My Children , A
Night at the Races. Fri . • A Hard
Days Night. Sat. , Breathless.
_3/ 1
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
Sigma Chi's: Sports trophy is
staring you in the eyes. Keep
up the good work .
______2/28
SIG KAPS: Thanx for a great
time at Page One. And the
post-function party was even
better. Sigma Pl
_.,./28
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
D E LTA
CHI'S,
SIGMA
ZETAS and PHI SIGS: We had
a great time at the four-way
function. Hope to ·see you all
soon! Love, the Alpha Gama
2/ 28
_.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
ANGELYNN RICHARDSON:
Congratulations on receiving
Panhels· Women of tha Month.
You've done a great Jobi The
Women of Panhel
. 1
_3/
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
VAL CLARK-I'm so proud to
heve you as my mom! Tau love
& mine, Tlnna
------ ,/28
"HEY TAU DATES" Get
ready for a greet weekend! ! !

-----� / 28

.

t

�)

·

· 1

A nnouncem�n ts

Carpet your room with a rem
nant. See Carlyle Interiors
U nlimited. West Route 1 6 ,
Open 8·6 Mon:Sat. Phone
345·7746.
_______

oo

. Hockey Club sponsors a
night at tha races .. Thursday,
Feb. 28. Mutual Betting plus
grand prize. Page One Tavern.

2/28
CAN SAVE
HOW YOU
MONEY. Don't be rushed into
a decision. DAVTONA at the
REEF ha8 NEW, LOWER.
EVERYDAY price of $ 1 7 2 . 00 .
Beer blast enroute on . . . US!
CLEAN rooms! Poolside ac
tivities! WHY PAV MORE??
Call 345·9084 TODAY and
make a reservation! !
_
_3/ 1
_
_
_
_
__,._
_
THE BEST HAS YET TO
C A M PU S
CALL
COME:
MARKETING REPS. MARC OR
SCOTT TODAY FOR YOUR
RESER·
BREAK
SPR1NG
VATIONS. 348-8353, . 345·
6383.
__
____3/
15
Lauderdale ON THE
Ft.
BEACH ! ! ! Last chance to make
reservations! Don't lose out! ! !
Call now and sign up! ! ! 348·
5203, 348-8353, 58 1 ·309 1 .
1
____3/
BALLET and JAZZ DANCE
for the dancer who ha8 had
some training in dance. Ballet
Mondays at 7 : 00 p.m. Jazz
Mondays at 8 : 00 p . m . Call
345·7 1 82 JACQUELINE BEN·
,
NETT·DANCE CENTER.
______ 3/5
______

Puzzle Answer s
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Thursday's
February 1 8 ,

. 12

�J

AnnoWlcemmts

My huaband Md I .. ln
ter.eeted In edopllng an lnfwrt.
If you know of anyone who la
conelderlng plllclng a child for
adoption pleaae cal collect
81 8-372·3994.
----4
---·�
My huaband Md I .. lnt..-ted In edopllng an lnflnt.
If you know of anyone . who la
conelderlng plllclng a child for
adoption pleaae cal collect
(21 7)352-0 1 08 after 5:00.
,,..--,,...-.,,,-..,...,-....
..,,.
.,.,,.
�
· 1
Buy a SIG TAU l'llflle ticket
,

,

today:

1 98 5

�)

Classl tled ads

A nnouncements

Subl1•er(a) needed for ex·
tremely
beautiful,
fully·
furnished, AC, apartment
duplex. &.nmer only. Call
Kevin 345-4484.
3
. /8
P A R L E TT E :
TOM
Congratulallona on being ac·
cepted Into Omega. You reelly
deserve It! Love , your PROUD
A-G Sia, Carolyn
_,.,, 28
ALPHA GAMS Md DATES:
Get reedy for a "WILD" Md
"ROWN" good time at
CASINO NIGHT! !
�1
TRl-SIGS: Have a nice day!
/28
BECKY ZOEUER, Happy
21 at 8lrthdey. I just wanted to
tel you, you .. .the beat friend
anyone could have . Love

______

·

_____

AnnoWlcements

John'.....oeorgetown , Al
My Children, Dirty · Harry .
Ttua , Al My Children , A Night
St.

At The Racee . Fri, A Herd Daya
Night. Sat, Breathleea.
-------� 1
Rugby meeting Thursday '
Feb. 28th at the Union Welk·
way. 7:00 p.m. Anyone In·
tereeted should attend .
/28

•

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

,

cx;;:J}

Come by 1 80 Weller to sign
up for the DAYTONA BEACH
trip of the 80'a. ALL DAY
Friday. Call 2798.
,,..----,-----3/1
Page One big screen : Weds,

_
_
_
_
_
__
_

---..,..-----�·3/ 1
ChuCk Hackbarth-Really
looking forward to thla
weekend-You'll gave a
GREAT 21 at! Tlnna
....----..,..
----,-=-=--�' 28
PAN H E L
EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL: Thanks eo much for Colleen
the gift. We reelly appreciate It.
------ / 28
The Women of Alpha Gtwnma
Let's
get
TR l ·SIGS :
Delta
motivated! Greek Week Is just
/28 woooc:I the corner!
Al-I can't wmt tll this Satur· . ______ /28
day! I know we wll have a fan.
The Women of Alpha Ganma
taatlc time! Love, Louie
Delta would like to congratulate
______ /28
Michelle Emmons and Rhonda
Leathers on being accepted In·
BRAD MCVEY-HAVE A
to the Honorary Order of
GOOD DAY! Love, your friend
at CS-C.
Omega.
______.128
2/28
·

·

______

Organizational Meeting for

the . Rugby

·

Club Ttuaday,
Feb. 28th at 7:00 p.m.
Anyone Interested should at·
tenet
/28
One man's junk la another
man's treasure - sell thoee un
wanted ltema and tum clutter
Into cash . Uae the Claaalfleda l
______

-------�cOOh
HELP! Support the Coalition
Against Domestic Violence.

Donations of food or money
will be accepted on Mar. 5, 6, 7
next to the Union Snack Shop.
Sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega and C . A.D. V.
3
. /1
________

u(f}

cx;;:J}

Announcemmts

CHIP DORGAN: Thanks for
the new lettent . They look

A nnouncements

cx;;:J}

A nnouncements

DAYTONA
BEACH
DAYTONA ' S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE! !
$ 1 89.00 , Oceanfront ac·
$ 1 72 at
commodatlona on the Strip ,
DaytOna'a REEF hotel. No
Quad Occupancy . Call Judy
haaalea , no gmnea . . . .Just 0111
581 ·22 1 3 or Lisa 58 1 ·5884.
big PARTY! BEER blllt,
CLEAN rooms, NEW buMll
_.3/8
WHY PAY MORE?? Call 345CAMPUS MARKETING: THE
9084 for a reservation today!
MOST EXPERIENCED AND
TRUSTED NAME IN SPRING
,311
BREAK TOURS. CALL US
SPRING BREAK at the
DIPLOMAT Hotel and WET 'n
TODAY FOR OUR LOW, LOW
PRICES TO DAYTONA. MARC
WILD from $ 1 59.95. Clll
27 � .
OR SCOTT 348·8353, 345 8383.
_______..., 28
50C Drafta and 75C mixed
_________.3/1 5.
drlnka at the DIPLOMAT
Show that � friend you
Lounge In DAYTONA. Cll
care - the cl1111f'ed way. Put
your personal mesaege In the . 2798.
311
announcemets
n .
_________.cOOh
LAST CHANCE to sign up for
HEY
PLAZA
PEOPLE ,
FT. LAUDERDALE ! ! ! Call Md
REMEMBER WHO TOOK
sign up today! ! ! 348·5203,
CARE OF YOU LAST YEAR.
348-8353, 581 -3091 .
CALL CAMPUS MARKETING
.--:31 1
REPS. MARC AND SCOTT
Patty . Cray: Congrats on
AGAIN THIS YEAR FOR
being chosen Delt Sweettie.11
ANOTHER UNFORGETTABLE
We are so proud of you! Love,
SPRING BREAK. 348·8353 or
Your Sigma Sisters.
345-6383.
-----'--2 128
3/ 1 5
Do you have something to
FORT
LAUDERDALE
say? Let the campus ' know
$229.00, Almost Sold Out,
about your organization's up
Sign up now! ! Approximately
coming event in the Art
20 places left. CALL Judy
nouncements!
581 ·22 1 3 or Lisa 581 -5664 .
.cOOh
2/28

great! You .. doing a greet job

aa Sigma Mani Love ya, Trl

Slga

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

____________..,/ 28

SIG Pl'S: SIG KAPS had a

great. time Tuesday nlte!
Hoping to do It again real eoon .
_______.... /28
Chet, Laat weekend we did It
In Chicago. Let's do It this
weekend In l ndlanapollal ! Thia
formal wll be just aa great! I I
Lota of love , Lynette
__________..,,/ 28
To the New Trl-Slga Pledges:
Congratulatlona ! We are ao
proud of you! Love Your
Slaters
__
_... ,/ 28
___
TAUS, Thia Weekend, FOR·
MAL, Be there! I I
_.., ,/ 28
Baby Snakes: Keep up the
good wcrt . The Actives are
behind you 1 00% .
_.. / 28
Last chance, sign up today
for Ft. Lauderdale ! ! ! 4 hotels,
either drive down and save or
enjoy charter bus accom . Cal l
now and make reservations! ! !
348·5203, 348-8353, 58 1 ·
309 1 .
.3/ 1

_____

.

,

_

....... .,... ._,......., .. 111 411 2. A oan'90t 811
... ..... In .... next ....... ....... ...... cennol be HIP analble lor ... ...... .. aftlr ltl ....
.. ..._...
... Deedllne l p.a ,,..._. cla,.

_______

_
_
_
_

_
_
_
____

_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_______

_______

______

.�

Looking for that per.feet place
to· ttv e next

semester?

Yo u'll Probably find It
In Th e Dai ly
Eas ter n Ne ws !

Just keep your eyes
on the ' fo r Rent ' ads
In the classifieds section!

'
T h u rsday , February 2 8 , 1 98 5

wtern News

·S corebo ard
King , NY
Bird, Boe
Short, OS
Englt8h , Den

AtlMtlo DINlon
L
12
13
29
29
39

Pct.
GB
. 797 .778 1 y,
. 507 1 7
. 500 1 7\lt
. 341 28\lt

Centnl DMelon
40
33
28
24
21
19

18
25
31
34
37
39

.890
.581 7
.48'4 1 3\lt
.41 8 1 8
.382 1 9
.31 9 2 1

lllclweet Dhllllon
W
38
33
32
28
28
'19

L
21
23
28
30
31
38

Pct.
GB
.841 . 589 3\lt
.552 5\lt
.483 9\lt
.480 1 0
.333 1 8

Pec:ltlc Dhillon
41
17
. 707
27
32
. 458
28
31
.458
25
32
. 439
22
35
. 388
13
44
. 228

play91f berth

Tunday'• results

York 1 29. San Antonio 1 22
1 08, Atlanta 94
1 23.. Chicago 1 1 8, 0T
ee 1 1 6 , Philadelphia 9 7
1 03 . Dllllas 96
Ci1y 1 1 o. Phoenix 1 03
ton at LA L.akera.n

at Golden State,n
s at Portland, n

Wednnd•y'• results
on 1 1 1

•

San An1onio 1 02

Jeroey 1 1 4 . Atlen1a 9 1
1 24 , Weshinglon 1 1 1
't 1 06 , CHICAGO 99
1 06 . New York 1 06
kee at 1.Jtah . n
t on at L . A . Clippers, n

Thursday's pm"
phia at Kansas City
Lakers at Phoenix
at Gotderi State
at Seet11e

sports log

(1'llrwgh ,. II)

NBA
&stem ConfeNnee
W
47
45
30
29
20

Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 2

NBA Leaders

etball

FO

510
118 1
578
850
377
Denlley , Ulllh
.-..., CN
112
Wlldns, Ad
574
Mlllone , Phi
452
545
Agultra, o.i
CumrM!ge , Ml 540
Woatrldge, Clll 441
Nlllt, Den
487
Moncrtef , Ml
422
Johneon , KC
525
AllduhMbber LA.542

FT
305
282
342
278
324
337
552
294
258

at

298
330
229
232

PTS
1 ,325
1 ,8 2 1
1 , 524
1 ,579
1 ,078
t ,11 7
1 , 502
1 ,458
1 ,403
1 ,338
t , t lO
1 , 272
1 , 1 77
1 , 287
1 ,3 1 8

AYO
32.3 •
27.9
27.7
27. 7
27.8
17.I
28.8 .
25.5
25. t
23.9
n.2
23. 1
23. 1
23.0
22. 7

AMCU confeN!'1C9
AH ....- ...... F•
AllCU
L
W
Clevallnd St.
3
10
Weetem
3
10
EASTERN
8 . 5
SW Mieeouri
8
5
II.�
5
7
N. lowa
5'
8
v�
. 4
9
UW-OreMl Bay
11
1

n
o-.11
L
W
7
19
13
11
15
10
14
11
12
13
11
15
8
16
4
20

Mondlly 'a reaults
Northern Iowa 79, Wleconeln-GreMl Bay

1 4\lt
1 4 \lt
1 5\lt
1 8%
27%

ea •

Clevallnd Stale 78, EASTERN 10•

Weetem·llllnola 78, lllnols-Chago 83•
SW Mi.ourt 75, Vlllpselio 72 •

Wedneact.y'a game

v•� • Ma'quette, n

Thuraday'a games

Wlec.-OreMl Bay • 111no1s-C11ago ·
Evanavtle at SW Mi.ourt

Saturday'• pm..
Chicago State at EASTERN
Valpllraiao at Clevallnd State •
Weatem lllnoia at Northern Iowa•

Monday, March 4

EASTERN • Wlec. -a.·_, Bey•

SW Miaaourl at lttinoi•Chicago •

Western IHinoia at St Louis
Bu1ter at V•paralao
•

-denotee AMCU conference game.

Wednesday, March 8
AMCU poat·aeaaon tourney
Wiaconain-GrMn Bay at No. 1
No. 7 at No. 2
No. 6 at No. 3
No. 5 at No. 4

•

THURSDAY

NH L

MISL

Cempbell ConfeNnee
Nonie Dhll llon

&etem �
W L
1'111.
Oii
Baltimore
23
. 742
8
CHICAGO
12
20
.825 3 %
Clevellnd
18
15
.518 7
ST. LOUIS
17
18
.51 5 7
Mliineaote
14
17
. 452 9
Plttaburgh
13
19
.408 1 0%
11
22
. 333 1 4
Coemot

WOMEN'S BASK ETBA U-Eastern hosts Southwest

Mlaaourl , Lantz Gym, 7:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S SWIMMING-Eastern at Midwest Cham
piooshlp , Chicago

FRIDAY

ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO

Detroit

MEN 'S TRACK-Eastern at Mid-Continent Conference.
Champlonahlpe, Cedw Falls, la.
WOMEN'S TRACK-Eastern at Gateway Collleglate
Athletic Conference 1119t9 , Normal
WOMEN'S SWl•ING-Eastern at Midwest Cham
plonahlps, Chicago
WRESnlNG-Eaatem at NCAA Western Regional Tour
nament, Dea Moines , Iowa.
SPORTS ON RADIO
PRO BASK ETBAU-New York Knlcks at Chicago Bulls
,
WIND-AM (560), 7:30 p:m.

Mlnneta
eo
Toronto

.

SATURDAY

W88hlngton

Phil9delphle

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Wichita State,
WOMEN'S TRACK-Eastern at Gateway Collegiate
Athletic Conference meet, Normal
MEN'S TRACK-Eastern at Mid-Continent Cooference
Championships, Cedar Falls, loWa.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING-Eastern at Midwest Cham·
pionshlps, Chicago
WRESnlNG-Eaatern at NCAA' Western Regional Tournament, Dea Moines, Iowa.
SPORTS ON RADIO
.

PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at St. Louis
Blues, WIND-AM (560) and KMOX·FM ( 1 1 20), 7 : 3 5 p.m.
111iioia Stale 63,

lllinola St.

Drake
s Illinois
SW Mlaaourl
lndlana SI.

EASTERN

Bradley
Wichita St.
Western
N. towa

9
6
5
5
5
3
2

6
8
•
.1 0
10
12
12

w
19
19
16
12
8
t3
11

Saturday'• results

9
6
4

S. lltinoia 66, EASTERN 50 •
Southwest Mleaou'I 98, N. Iowa 68 .

Drake 69,

L
5
3

6
13

15
11
13
16
18
20

Pia°.

88
82
47
47
37

NY 181ee
NY �
Plttaburgh

er.dtev so •

Wichita State 58 •

Wedneadll y 'a pm"

lltlnoia State al Drake •
lndl9w State al Northern !Owe•

Thursdey'a pm"

Southweet Miaaourl at EASTERN •
Wichita State at S. lltlnoia •

Friday' a games
lltlnola State at N. Iowa•
Indiana State at Drake •

Saturday'• pm"
Wichita State at EASTERN •
Weatem lltlnoia at eiadtey •
Southweet Mi.ourt at S. t11no1a•
•-<1enotee OCAC game.

.

New Jeraey

Montreel
.

llulf.io
Quebec

lloeton
Hertford

w
37
37
32
20
20
18

L
16
18
25
31
34
34

T

9
7
4
9
5
8

Aclellla Dhllllon
w
T
L
21
10
31
19
12
29
8
24
30
26
8
26
7
34
20

93
89
87
87
44

Sen lllego
Lea VeuLoe Angelee

Wichita

� Ctty

Tecome

Dllll9

New Jeraey at CHICAOO,n
Bulf.io at ST. LOUIS,n
N. Y. latander a at calgary, n

Winnipeg at PlllllbU'gh ,n
Mlnneaota at Toronto,n
vancou- at Oetrolt,n

Thuradlly'a pm ..

. 758
. 58 t 6
. 583 6
. 484 7
.394 1 2
.375 1 2 %
.294 1 5 %

Wedneact. y'a reaulta

Pia.
83
8t
118
49
45'
44

Pia.
72
70
88
60
47

CHICAGO al o.11111, n
Lea Veu- al � Clty,n
Clevellnd al Tecome,n

Football
USFL
Eastern ConfeNnee
Blrmk>gtwn

Jeckaonvtlte
Tampll Bay
Memphla

New Jeraey
Orlando

w
1
1
1 ·
1
0
0
0

PF
L
0
38
0
22
0
.35
0
20
1
14
128
1
7

Houaton
Arizona

Oaklm1d
San Antonio
DenPortland

w
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

·PF
34
9
31
3
10
33
7

Friday's game

New Jeraey al Orlando

Saturday'• game

Tueact.y'a reaulta
� 3 , Hartford 2
Bulf.io 4 , New Jeraey 3
Weahlngton 3, VlflCOUV8r2

Loe Angelee al Porlllncl

Suncley•a gmn•
Arizona al Sen Antonio

Oenvw al Blnnlnglwn

CHINE SE MAGIC REVUE
OF TAIWAN

TONIGHT!
B: OO PM

DVORAK CONCERT HALL

STUDENTS W /ID $2.50
GENERAL- PUBLIC $7.00

· ACROBA TS · T'RICK CYCIJSTS
. · DANCER · MA GICIANS
· JUGGLERS ·ANDMORE
TICKETS A VAILABLEAT'IHEIXJOR

PA
28
14
7
3
22
38
35

WMtern Conference

Loa Angelee

�phle at Boeton
WMhlngton at N.Y. Rangers

8
13
14
18
20
20
24

Tueact.y'a result
Wichita 1

Montreel at Edmonton,n

Quebec al Loa Angelee , n

25
18
18
15
13
t2
10

CHICAGO 3,

Baltimore

Wedneact.y'a results

.

W....... Dhlelon

Petrtok Dhllllon

l.Mltz Gym, 5: 1 5 p.m.

cherell

T
10
4
11
11
7

L
21
30
33
33
40

w. ... ConfeNnee

l.Mltz Gym, 7:30 p.m.

QCAC
w
L
13
1
13
1
11
2

w
29
29
18
18
15

....,... Dhllllon
12
7
43
x-Edmonton
7
3t
28
Winnipeg
7
25
30
Celgwy
11
23
28
Loe Angelee
18
38
8
VlflCOUVer
x-dlnched pleyolf berth

MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts. Chicago State,

GCAC conference

Soccer

Hockey

�

tvN •Y·.!-..
l ll ���
. . O•ft

PA
33
7
10
20
31
34 .

9
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The Dally Eastern Ne

Maxv i ll vi sits Card s ' cam p

F la .
p E TE R S BU R G ;
ST.
(AP)-Dal Maxvill, the club's new
general manager, observed the St.
Louis Cardinals on the practice field
Wednesday as third baseman Terry
Pendleton and outfielder · Tito Landrum joined the drills.
Both players showed up at the Busch
Field complex, even though they were
not scheduled to report until Friday.
Left fielder Lonnie Smith arrived after
the workout and said he will report for
drills Thursday.
Maxvill, who was named general
manager of the National League club
on Monday, arrived in St. Petersburg

Post -season

__

Duckworth, who has missed the last
two games due to a fractured metacar
pal bone in his right hand, is an
"unlikely" starter for Saturday' s
game, but he "possibly" will play
Monday at Wisconsin-Green Bay.
"We're going to take a look at it
Friday and see how tender it is, ' '
Samuels said o f the junior's hand
which is currently in a soft cast.
The 7-foot center is the team' s
second · ieading scorer and leading
rebounder this season. He is averaging
1 3 .5 points and 8.2 rebounds and in his
last six games, he averaged almost 1 1
rebounds and 14.6 points.

Col l i ns closer to h istory
Jon Collins, Eastern's scoring for
ward, is only 23 points from the
coveted 1 ,000-point mark. He is the
only Eastern player to reach the
plateau in two seasons. After playing
at Northern Illinois University his
·

fmhman

year ,

he

transferred

·

late Tuesday. He said he hopes to make
a quick study of the team;
"My plan is to No. 1 familiarize
myself as quickly as possible with our
personel. I'm a pretty good listener,
and I plan to talk to our scouts and
work with (player personnel director)
Lee Thomas to find out about the
players and our farm system, " Maxvill
said . "This is the. best time of the year
to assume a job like this . ' '
Right-hander Joaquin Andujar, the
only battery member still missing from
St. Louis' drills, spoke Wednesday
with manager Whitey Herzog by
telephone and said he will report.

"Try A Little Style "

from pag e 1

Eastern last season and scored 5 1 3
points. He has 464 points this year.

Stellar C rook
Doug Crook scored 1 6 points Mon
day against Cleveland State. The
junior guard has averaged 1 5 .8 points
in his last five contests .

'

H airbenders is offering $5.00 off

\

new You

Despite the hard luck in the past
week, the Panthers may have their best
season under coach Rick Samuels. The
fifth-year coach is 73-65 at Eastern
with his best winning mark in 1 980-8 1
at 1 6- 1 1 . The Panthers are 1 5- 1 0 now
with three to five games remaining.
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& style, to all first time
customers . Try a
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Big crowds
Eastern is averaging 3 ,066 fans at
Lantz Gym this season, which · is 73
percent better than the 1 , 770 average
of last year. It is the highest · average
since the 1 979-80 year.
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.CRAZY DAZE ,85
•CHINES E NAME WRITING

(GET YOUR NAME WRITIEN IN CHINESE
ON PARCHMENT PAPER ,
SUITABLE FOR FRAMING)
1 1 : 00-3 : 00 BOOKSTORE LOUNGE

·•COMPUTER PORTRAITS -FREE
1 1 : 00-4: 00 BRIDGE LOUNG E

• EGG

ROLLS & WONTON S

ONLY 50¢
50¢

==

==

1 EGGROLL

3

WON TONS

• MOVIE "KING KONG"
4 : 00 p . m .

G�AND BALLROOM

.
• CHINESE MAGIC REVUE
.
OF TAIWAN
l

8 : 00 p . m .

DVORAK CONC ERT HALL

THURSDAY
FEB. 28, ·1 985
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The D.ally Eutem News

oyas bury No . 1 Red men 85-69
'

NEW YORK (AP)-Second-ranked gradually pulled away to a 44-33 three themselves.
A field goal by Chris Mullin pulled
Georgetown, led by sophomore Reggie margin at intermission, helped by 59
St. John's within 50-43 early in the
Williams and All-American Patrick percent shooting from the field.
During the first half, the relentless second half, but the Hoyas again went
Ewing, buried No. 1 St. John's 85-69
Wednesday night, ending the Red Hoyas' defense forced the Redmen in to work behind Ewing, operating more
men's winning streak at 1 9 games and to 1 1 turnovers, while committing only than usual from the outside .
stalling their chances to win Big East
Conference regular-season cham
pionship outright.
What was billed as · the . greatest
college basketball attraction in
Madison Square Garden in 30 years,
turned out to be a rout because the
NEW YORK (AP) -Baseball getting worse. We felt we had an
sharp-shooting of Williams, who owners on Wednesday pleaded poverty obligation to the union. They have to
scored a career-high 25 points, and in their negotiations with the union, be as concerned about how healthy
Ewing, a 7-foot senior, who scored 20 clearing the way for the players' baseball is as the clubs do, " MacPhail
points and was an intimidating reboun association to get its first look at the said.
The owners held a meeting Tuesday
er and defender.
team's financial ledgers.
Meeting for the ongoing la�or talks, in New York during which they
The defending NCAA champion
Hoyas boosted their record to 26-6 and management representatives, led by discussed their financial problems . Af
ropped the RedmeQ to 24-2-with Lee MacPhail, told the union that ter the meeting, Commissioner Peter
heir first setback since a three-point negotiations could not continue until Ueberroth issued a statement em
loss to Niagara Dec. 1 5 .
"the grave economic concerns" of the powering MacPhail and the PRC to
I n avenging their 66-65 loss t o St . game were discussed.
ask owners to open their books to the
ohn's Jan. 26 at Landover, Md. , the
"We thought originally we would be - union.
oyas made their Big East record 1 3-2 able to conduct negotiations without
Under labor law, if the management
getting into this, but things were just side in negotiations. uses inability to
nd dropped St. John's to 1 4- 1 .
The Hoyas , who now have a 1 0- -deteriorating , "
said
McPhai l , pay as a negotiating tool, it must prove
ame winning streak, can force a tie president of the owners' Player the claim by providing the union with
or the Big East crown if they beat Relations Committee.
detailed financial · i n formati o n .
yracuse and St. John's loses to
" It's seriou s, and it appears as if it's Baseball has never allowed this.
rovidence this weekend.
Georgetown, which had its 29-game
inning streak broken by St. John's in
anuary, quickly deflated the high
\11 3�1�(fl
�
131:
opes of the .capacity crowd of 1 9,591
Hll.l.S �,y scoring the game's first seven poin
5:05 & 7 :05
s. St . John's managed to come back
nd take its only lead at 24-22 with 7:09
eft in the first half, ·but Georgeto�n

Baseball owners ' finances
now players ' b usiness

·

STARTS FRIDAY !

C HARLESTO N
PAWN & LOAN CO.
9 t h & Lincoln

B u y-Sell-Trade-Pawn-Loa n
Buying Gold & Diamonds

348-1 2 1 4

�
Kings
"Little

Night"

d oors open 8p.m
· r-> .

�-;Jr<);'

GUADALAJARA
SUM MER
SCHOOL
U n i ve r s i ty o f A r i z o n a of
fers m o re t h a n

a l ed u cati o n , fo l k m u s i c
an d fo l k d a n c e , h i story,
p o l i t i c a l science, soc i o l 
.
ogy, Spanish language
a n d l i te ratu re a n d i nt e n 
s i v e Span i s h . S i x-week
sess i o n . J u l y 1 -A u g ust 9 ,
1 985. F u l l y accre d i ted p ro
g ra m . T u i t i o n
and

board

home.

$460.

$440.

in

Room

Mexican

EE O/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School

Robert L. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 8572 1
(602) 62 1 -4729
or 621 -4720

ENDS TONIGHT

" THE FLAMINGO KID "
7:30 p.m. ONLY ,.1 1

STARTS

Harrison
Ford
is
John
Book.

40 cou rses :

a n t h ropology, art, b i l i n g u 

FRttrAY

The first time seems Hire

the worst time. but It's the one flme
you'll never forgett
_

A big city cop.
A small country boy:
They have Q.Othing
'
in common
... but a murder.

7:05 & 9:05

tMTNl:s&

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
.
AN EDWARD S. F ELDMAN PRODUCTION
HARRISON FORD · WITNESS · CO-PRODUCER DAVID BOMBYK
SCREENPLAY BY EARL W WALLACE & WILLIAM KELLEY •
STORY BY WILLIAM KELLEY AND PAMELA WALLACE &
EARL W WALLACE · PRODUCED BY EDWARD S. FELDMAN
· A PA !{ AMOUNT PICTURE
ET · �
DIRE
:
I
.,
.
.
·.

R�
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u•ou
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ALL
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B E FO R E 6 P. M.

Micki U
Maude IPG ·uJ
·

ENDS TONITE

STARTS FRIDAY
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&
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7:05 & 9:05

by Dan Verdun

Lady cagers faced

with two 'critic al '
GCAC matches

When Eastern's women' s
basketball teaoi hosts Southwest
Missouri at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
Lantz Gym, the Panthers will be
looking to pick up some lost
ground in the Gateway Con
ference standings.
The Panthers, 13- 1 1 overall and
S-9 in the GCAC, are in sixth
place, just a half-game behind In
diana State (6-9 heading into
Wednesday's contest with last
place Northern Iowa).
Eastern is a half-game in front
of Bradley and Wichita State. The
Panthers host Wichita State, 9- 1 6
overall and S-10 i n the GCAC,
-,
Saturday.

' 'These two games this week are
critical if we have any hope of
finishing in the first division of
the league, " coach Barbara Hilke
said·. "We lost to Southwest
Missouri and Wichita State earlier
this year so that in itself should be
a motivational factor. "
The two-game stand will not
only cap off the home season for
the Panthers, but will mark the '
final time seniors Lori Conine and
Toni Collins will play in Lantz
Gym.
" I know our seniors want to
finish their college careers in style
at home and on a winning note, ' ' .
Hilke said. " Both of them have
been vital parts of the program

for four years. "
Collins, a four-year starter,
holds 1 1 school records, including
the career rebound and single.
game scoring marks.
The Lincoln native leads
Eastern in scoring (1 S . 1 ) and
rebounding (7 .5), while Conine
averages 9.5 points per contest.
Junior forward Chris Aldridge
adds 14.5 points and seven
rebounds a game to the Eastern
attack.
Guard Melanie Hatfield,
averaging 1 1 .4 p oints a game, will
return to the lineup after being
sidelined by the flu last week .
Southwest Missouri is paced by
Jeanette Tendai.
·

Thursday ' s

SR.eEr!�
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Healed Dykstra ret urns
after seven -week l ayoff
by Ken Dickson

Eastern basketball player Tim Dykstra,
who broke his right hand during the Pan
American game Jan. 10 and was written
off for the season, began practicing again
Wednesday.
In a special practice session, including
Dykstra and seven teammates who volun
teered to. help, the senior forward got on
the-court play for the first time in almost
seven weeks.
Eastern coach Rick Samuels said
Dykstra is on a day-to-day basis and is ex
pected to see some action Saturday again
st Chicago State University . Depending
on his progress, he may or may not make
Monday's trip to University of Wiscon
sin-Green Bay.
" He's made amazing progress so far, "
Samuels said . "We had written him off
earlier in the season. "
" I didn't do anything for the first three
weeks because I thought my season was
over," Dykstra said after practice Wed
nesday.
" But then the coach said he thought I
could play again, so I started to get back
in shape. I started bicycling, running and
dribbling with my left hand. I think I'm
about 80 percent ·now. ' '

Dykstra received permission Monday
from the team's physician to begin prac
ticing after he spent six weeks with a cast
on his right hand .
" When they took the cast off it felt
pretty bad , " he said . "It was really sore
and weak and felt like the cast should be
put back on, but every day it got better
and it 's in good shape now .
" I ' m pumped up righ·� now. Your
senior _year is supposed to be really
special , but when this happened, I was
shattered . If we do well in the tournament
(AMCU) , l think it 'll salvage part of the
year . " ,
Dykstra said he's been a little hard to
live with in the past six weeks, especially
since he lives, with five other guys, in
cluding three basketball teammates ...:... Dirk
Androff, Doug Crook and Drew Beck .
" I think they can live with me now , " he
said.
Dykstra played the first 1 0 games of the
season and started· three of them. Other
wise, he was one of the first players off
the bench.
The 6-5 forward averaged 1 1 points,
four rebounds and almost four assists in
the Panthers' first 1 0 games .
_

Post-season getting closer
Let 'er fly

Eastern .. pitcher Paul Skorupa
winds up to let on� loose during
Wednesday's practice in the Lan
tz Fieldhouse, The junior is one
of 1 6 returnees from last year's
1 9- 1 1 team. The team has been

_ practicing in the fieldhouse for
nearly a :month in preparation for
tt)e �e�n·s opener March 1 6 at
Monier Field against MacMurray
College. ; (News photo by Bill
Pruyne) :
.

I

Ten nis d ual end,s early
·;

. PEORIA.:...The
..
men's tennis team ,

. In si� les' action, No. 1 Scott

found itself' in.· a �i}ique position on Fjelstad: i dropped a tough 6-4, 6-3
;Tuesday at Bradley. University. The . m*ci};;.tp Mark Guen.ther; No. 2
meet was JX?sl�pffl �fore two of J:>1'ye!- �ohn Suter def�•ted Keith
.
the matches· were- completed. HargJS, 3-6, 6- 1 , 7-6, while Enc Laf
B radley only'' · reserved the courts fey lost ia 6-3, 6-3 decision to Juan
· from 1 p.m.· tQ 4· , p.m. and there Franc�: i
,
were two matcti'eS incomplete when
Don' ::carstens won .' ' the No. �
the time ran out;
singles 15-7, 6-2, 6-2, , but Mark
' . Eastern coach John Bennett said Matijasevich lost 7-6, 6-4 in. No. 6
the Nos. , 1 and ·3 doubles may be singles.
rescheduled when Eastern hosts
In 'the only completed doubles
Bradley on March 1 9. But through match, Laffey and Bob Kirkwood
seven matches , the Panthers are combined for a 6-4, 4-6, 7-5 win.
winm.1g 4-3 .
·

·

·

·

'

'

'

Things kind of fell apart for the Pan
thers in Lantz Gym last week. Eastern
won its first nine games at home, but lost
two of the last three.
Front-runners Western Illinois Univer
sity and Cleveland State University,
sparked by their defenses and ability to
tone out the Eastern crowds, shook the
Lantz jinx to· post conference victories.
The Panthers have one regular season
home game left-Saturday, against
Chicago State University. The non
conference match-up will begin at 7 :30
p.m. in Lantz Gym.
Eastern's final regular season game will
be Monday at University of Wisconsin
Green Bay.
The Association of Mid-Continent.
Universities' post season tournament
begins Wednesday. · The only see9ing
sewed up is Wisconsin-Green Bay's No. 8
position. The Phoenix are l- 1 1 in the AM.;
CU with two games left.
Western and Cleveland State are in first
place in the league at 1 0-3 . Both teams
have one conference game remaining. The
Leathernecks have to play at University of
Northern Iowa, while the Vikings will
play at home against Valparaiso.
Eastern and Southwest Missouri State

Hoop s<:oops:

- Ken Dickso

University are both 8-5 . The two team&
will have the Nos. 3 and 4 seeds in the
tournament, but the order has not yet
been determined.
Southwest Missouri's final game is at
University of illinois-Chicago.
· Regardless of Eastern's seeding, it will
host its first game of the tournament a
7 : 30 p.m. Wednesday. The Panthers will
meet either Illinois-Chicago or Northem
Iowa.
The second · round will be Friday
the championship will be played Marc
·

10.

Tickets for Wednesday's game are no
available. The cost is $2 for Baste
students with ID, non-student ad
tickets are $4 and high school studen
and younger .may attend for $ 1 . The pri
increase is Part of a post-season tour:
nament games. .

. Duckworth " u n li kely "

Eastern coach Rick Samuels said K
(see POST-SEASON, page 14)

-The Da i ly Eastern News
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Spri ng Fash ion G ulde

Jewelry is not the only accessory for
clothing. Local experts discuss fun
things to do with fun new ijems, in
cluding belts, scarves and suspen
ders. (See page 2)

Footwear is just as important to an
outfit as 'the outfit itself. See what's in
vogue for spring and what local store
owners have to say about shoes. ( See
page 5)

One-piece . swimsuits are still as
popular as ever, but this year's suits
have an .extra shimmery appeal for
beachgoers. (See page 9)

2
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Fitness

The Dally Eastern N ews

Getting in shape
1s not torture
.

.

by Angela Paoli

Exercise Is often the farthest thing from stl,ldents
but
ground ,
snow covers the
minds when
beware - spring Is right around the corner .
Getting In shape .doesn't have to be torture ,
however . The Fitness Center, 505 W . Lincoln , offers
several techniques to become a slimmer , trimmer you .
"Januai:y and February months increase Fitness
Center membership considerably , " co-owner Barb

·

Gerrie said .
People look for ways to exercise when It is too cold
for outdoor activity , Gerrie said , so The Fitness.Center
offers Nautilus training, use of free weights and aerobic
exercise .
A Nautilus workout takes about 30 minutes and
works the individual muscles to Increase flexibility and
stren th . It is superior for achieving maximum results ,

g

Gerrie said .
Free weights are quite different from Nautilus. The
purpose of free weights is to build strength and mass .
The individual sets his or her own workout according
to the results one wants to achieve .
Women are realizing the benefits of Nautilus and
free weights to achieve muscle Improvement, Gerrie
said . "The enrollment in the Nautilus and free weight
training is about 50 percent women . "
Aerobics has been a popular exercise for several
years and The Fitness Center features 45 minute
aerobic classes at various times to accomodate the demand .
,
"Aerobics is the fastest way to reduce because it
rapidly burns body fat, " Gerrie said . "Overall body im
provement is achieved through aerobics �nd is a great
cardiovascular exercise . "
Nautilus, free weights and aerobics are great ways to
get in shape for spring, but a proper diet is also impor
tant.
Martha Brown , diet co n sultant for The Fitness
. Center , explains that there are no diet restrictions for

the w\nter season , except to avoid overeating and

u nderexerclslng during the cold months .
"When dieting , the total calorie intake is what to
watch , " Brown said .
"Fresh fruit , vegetables , granola and raisins are
good nutritional snacks and low in calories , " Brown
said .
But, Brown · also explained that vitamin sup
plememts are not necessary for the diet .
"Temporary supplements in stressful situations may
be helpful , " Brown said ; however, vitamins taken in
megadoses may create a greater risk of nutritional im
balance and should be avoide d .
I f you feel the need t o supplement your diet , Brown
advises using multivitamins that do not exceed the 100
percent daily requirements . 0
-------
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staff of The Dally Eastern News Spring Fashion Gulde
would like to extend a special thank-you to our models-Floyd
Akins, Joe Bylak, Randy Emrick, Tracy Fakles, Lynn Fulton, Roz
Hodges, Russell Johnson, Alicia Pawlak, Kim Puckett, McClain
Sanders, Wes Segni , Stephanie Simon and Kathy Walsh. We
would also like to thank the following local merchants for par
'lcipeting: The Closet. Mick's Clothing, Ruthie's and Sycamore.
The

Fun. at the pool

S e n ior Floyd Akins, botfom left, is wearing a
two-toned shorts-ty pe swimsuit. Sophomore Lynn
Fulto n , stan d i n g , models a horizontal stripe trench
cut one- piece swimsuit. Randy Emrick, a junior, is
wearing a solid wh ite men's swimsuit. Sophomore

Accessories: The emphasis � coordination

Accessories have always played an important role in
fashion , but this spring the emphasis is on coordinating
the different looks and styles of accessories .
Fashion will have a new and colorful look this
season with big and bright accessories from head to
toe including bows , chunky jewelry , wide belts and
bright socks .
According to a sales representative at Ruthie's , 40 1
Lincoln , hair bows will also make a comeba�k . The
bows , made of various materials, will be available In

a fresh look from

C a rol ' s Clea ners
•"'

also located at the
S ugar S hack in the
EIU U n ion

Dowtown
345-3050

c o u rtesy of R u t h i e ' s ; men's cloth i n g from Mick's)

Accessories

Give your
Spring Fashions

_.

Kathy Walsh shows off the latest i n beach cover
u ps . Freshman T r a c y Fakl e s , k n e e l i n g , models a
d ramatic black stripe suit . (Women ' s fas h ions

.West Park Plaza
345-3040

bright, eye-catching colors .
Neon colors will make an electrifying appearance In
the fashion scene and will be featured in belts and earr
ings .
In addition, socks of all varieties will be available this
spring . Brightly colored socks , lace socks and even
layered socks will add to . the variety of footwear. If
anything can be done to alter the appearance of socks,
it will be in fashlon this year . 0

Get Your Tan Early!

-,

w/our

Klqfsun Tanning Bed!
$ 5 per 20 min . session .
(same as 3 hrs. in sun)

$7 . 50 per 30 min session
(same as 41/2 hrs. in sun)

The . Golden Comb
1 205 3rd

St.

345- 7530
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Look-a-likes
lose to style
of individll al
by Deann DeMatco

The trend· to dress like everyone else
is gone , according to Kathleen Downs,
manager of Ruthie's, 40 1 Lincoln . "The
look now is individuality . "
Cindy Reid , manager of The Closet,
630 W. Lincoln , agrees. "You can sell
the same sweater to two people , but the
way they accessorize it can make it look
entirely different. "
Accessories are in . Both Downs and
Reid agree that popular accessories to
day include big n ecklaces, drop earr
ings , belts, ·hairclips and scarves which
d ouble as both belts and hair ties. Also
popular are anklets featuri � g neon col
ors such as pink, yellow , fuchsia and
gree n .

Whoa!

a
modeling
is
left,
P uckett,
Kim
Sophomore
stonewahed j u m psuit from Ruthie's. Pat Watson , a
sophomore , is comfortable in a summer sweater and
crqpped pants from Sycamore . J un ior Randy Emrick is
weari ng a polo and corduroy pant combination from
M ick's. J u n ior Roz Hodges looks sporty in a striped pant
outfit with matching suspenders . McClain Sanders, a

"You'll s e e a lot o f t h e anklets with
. pu mps and cropped pants which are big
again this season , " Reid said .
Downs said the spring look will in
clude a large selection of Guess and
Gasoline brand jeans, as well as tank
top.s ,
layered
c l ot h i n g ,
padded
shouldered sweaters and a surprise

freshman , is modeling an· oxford- pant combination from
Sycamo re . J unior Alicia Pawlak is fashionable is a print
shirt featuring oversized buttons and cropped pants .
;
( Roz s and Alicia' s clothes are from The C loset) J u n ior
Wes Segn i completes the ensemble i n a striped polo and
matching slacks from M i c k' s .

Fragrance

comeback of suspenders .
People develop a look that reflects
their own personality , Downs said .

.

Florals popular as spring fragrances ton� down

by Angela Paoli

While the fashion scene is_ becoming
racier , the fragrances for 1985 are ton
ing down .
A n n ette
Sanders,
d e p a rt m e n t
manager for Meis department store in
Mattoon , said fragrance .choices are
moving away from the spicy scent and
florals are becoming more popular .
"With the fashions becoming more
powerful , men and women are sear
ching for a light scent that is not over-

whelming, " Sanders said .
For women , Krystle perfume by Carr
ington Parfums Ltd . , was one of the
m ost popular brands during the
Christmas season , Sanders said . Its
light, powdery scent adds a subtle touch
to the flamboyant fashions currently
worn .
Other popular scents for women in
clude A nals-Anais, Chloe and White
Shoulders . All share the light, powdery
fragrance with a touch of floral, she

said .
However; men's cologne has taken a
turn for the outdoorsy and fresh scent,
she noted.
Two new fragrances for men that
share these qualities are Drakkar Noir
by the Cosmar Co. and Locost by Jean
Patou, Sanders said .
Men's and women's cologne are turn
ing to earthy tones to avoid overpower
ing tod ay's fashions, Sanders added . 0

"You don't have to wear something
you're not comfortable in just because
eueryone else is wearing it .
"Those days are gone , " she con
tinued . "People have become mote.
daring and want to express their in
dividuality . "
lndividua_lity is the word , according to
the store owners . People shou ld experi
.
m ent and be daring by adding a few ac
cessories and developing an individual
style .
"Society has changed . P eople are no
longer afraid to be the first to wear
something different, " Reid said . 0
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See the Navy Pinstripe
for your Job I nterview

• NAUTILUS
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SPR ING
JACKE TS ·
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Many styles
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$2950
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and up

�HA FER'�
DOWNTOWN

Ready for a night out, senior Floyd Akins is
wearing a lightweight summer suit. Sophomore Kim

Puckett \�) \oaks great \n a pinstriped jum-

psuit from Sycamore. S�ephanie Simon, a junior, is
wearing a pastel spring dress that features a tulippleated skirt from Ruthie's. Sophomore Joe Bylak

· models a double-breasted wool flannel sports coat
· ·a nd pleat-front slacks. (Men's clothes courtesy of
Mick's)
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Footwear

5 .

Spring Fashion G ulde

Shoes are important, too
by Pete Cassano

popular with girls are Bata Soft Shoes .
As with any other article of clothing , These were created by Bata to be ex
shoes are an Important part o f a per tremely light and are available in many
son's outfit . A person with a nice shirt, bright colors .
sweater and pants could easily ruin their
, Esprit, a successful clothing lin e , has
appearance by wearing the wrong pair pr oduced many types of shoes to go
of shoes .
.
with their clothes . "They are fashion
Because footwear Is an Important shoes to go along with our number one
part of a person's wardrobe , a person clothing line • Esprit , " Kathleen Downs ,
should take time in selecting a pair of manager of Ruthie's , 401 Lincoln , said .
For men , the high-tech , upgraded
shoes .
As with any other part of a person's running shoes will be In deman d , Bob
clothing, shoes fade In and out of style I nyart, owner of lnyart's Shoe Store ,
quickly . So, It Is Important to know 603 Monroe , said .
However, the overall sale of basic
what will be appropriate for your own
gym shoes will decrease , Konrad noted.
style of dress .
For the coming spring and summer The trend Is turning toward leather,
·
seasons, the pump-style shoes for · more formal shoes .
.
"The national trend will be fashlon
women will continue to be in fashion .
Most pumps are lightweight, relatively shoes, not athletic. Major companies
inexpensive and available In a variety of will turn to leather shoes rather than
gym shoes , " Konrad said .
colors .
In addition , shoes by 9 West are also
Inyart noted that Converse , one of
popular . These shoes are for more for the biggest makers of gym shoes , has
mal outfits and have a low or medium recently come out with a new line of
heel. "The 9 West selection has been shoes designed to give a more formal
one of our nu mber one sellers , " Judi appearance . Converse believes this
Konrad , owner of Champs S hoe Stote , type of shoe will be popular a mong
407 Lincoln .
men , Inyart explained .
Boat shoes and jazz oxford shoes
As for gym shoes, the trend is going
more toward aerobic shoes rather than have been popular in the past and will
running shoes. Girls seem to like the continue to be in style in the future , In
aerobic shoe because of its light weight yart said .
and smaller size � it isn't as bulky as
Area shoe 'store owners agree that an
individual's appearance Is important,
some of the running shoes .
Konrad described the aerobic shoes and an outdated pair of shoes m�y ruin
the look of an outfit . D
as "really hot and stylish . "
Another type of shoes already

·

Being there

Lyn n Fulto n , left , Randy E m rick,
Kathy Walsh and Tracy Fakles ,
( kneeling) enjoy a long-awaited

·
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b reak during the modeling session
at Lantz poo l .
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The

by Judy Weidman
and Pete Cassano

In today's world,
fashlonable for girls
looks good on guys.
._
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Our models

Upper left photo: from left, Kim Puckett, Roz
Hodges, Randy Emrick, Pat Watson, Lynn Fulton,
Wes Segnl, A licia Pawlak and McClain Sanders
enjoy themselves near the Union Bookitore
Lounge.
Lower left photo: from left, Joe Bylak and
Stephanie Simon ha ve fun at tlie grand piano In

the Union Walkway.
Upper right photo: Randy Emrick, � ynn Fulton,
Tracy Fak/es and Kathy Walsh wait near Lantz
pool during a brea k In shooting
. Lower right photo: Fiord Alclns, Lynn Fulton, --..------1----....i..._
. Tracy Fa/cles, Randy Emrick and Kathr Walsh en.
Joy themselves during the photography session.
•

_.�.......-

_

8
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<:olors .
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Spring colors are versatile

by Angela Paoli .

Versatility Is the name of the game for
this sprlng's fashion colors.
"A mixture of pastels and fluorescents
are the colors to wear for the spring
manager of
season , " Lori Jobe,
Sycamore located In Charleston Plaza ,
said .
For women, hot pinks combined with
black, green and lavender seem to be
the most prevalent colors for spring.
"With the variety of colors coming In
to style , It really· stretches the wardrobe
and adds more appeal, " Valerie
Livesay, Sycamore's assistant manager, .
added .
Fashion Is definitely moving away
from the traditional colors and moving
Into a mix and match phase .
For men , fluorescent colors are also
Combinations
· of
In
fashion .
black I yellow ,
red I green
and
pink I black are predominant colors for
spring fashions ; Jobe said .
The Hawaiian print Is making a com
eback with shirts containing vivid colors
such as turquoise , black , red and pink .
"We have received a lot of striped
shirts and ties for men , " Jobe said .
So for spring, men and . women can
·

Splash I

Sophomore Lynn Fulton , left ,
junior Randy Emrick, sophomore
Kathy Walsh and freshman Tracy
Fakles, center, model their swim-

Make-up �ential

Fashion does not end at clothing .
Makeup colors are changing with the
fashion scene and are an essential
part of this sprlng's fashion .
"Makeup Is the recreation of
fashion on the face , " Denise Cougill ,
owner of Merle Norman , 632 W .
Lincoln, said .
"The colors for the new year are
lighter, brighter and Iridescent,"
Cougill said .
The new trend Is the Intermixing of
patterns and colors. "Society Is mov
ing away from the traditional colors
and we are finding a mixture of
warm and cool, mattes and shim
mer , " Couglll said .
Women wlll now be able to wear a
variety of colors to help play up their
features. The fashion scene Is
"anything goes" and women can
wear any color of clothing or makeup
and never be out of style , she add
ed . D
enjoy a variety of colors and feel free to
mix and matc h . In 1985 , everything is
ln style . D

wear at Lantz pool . (Men's suits
courtesy of M ick' s ;
women 's
fashions courtesy of Ruthie's)

Ready for spring

Sophomore . Joe Bylak, left,
joins models Stephanie Simon ,
junior,
and
Russell Johnson ,
freshman , on the patio outside of

Hardee's Restaurant in the Union.
(Stephanie's clothes, courtesy
The Closet; men's fashions from
Mick's) .

COLORVISION FOR SPRI NG '85

· Symmetry i n Motion

M a ke u p fo r Spr i n g i s easy a n d versati l e - i t works
for you in soft, fl atte r i ng new Me r l e Norman s h ades .
Come i n a nd d i scover S p r i n g soo n . I f you w i s h , a
Me r l e N o r m a n Beauty Ad v i so r w i l l be g l ad to s h ow
you o u r newest eye s h adow pattern, a great w a y
to b r i ng o u t the bea uty i n you r eye s .
B e a u t y i s m o re t h a n s k i n d eep . . . i t's a way of l i fe
at Mer l e N o r m a n .

mERLE OORfTRl�
Tht> Plat•t> for tht>

. Get a head Start on
Spring F a$hion!!
N ew Spring Line

* Dresses
* Jeans
* Swimwea r
* J ewel ry

*
*
*
*

Bl ouses
Co-Ord i nates
H a nd bags
And a Large
selection of
Sprin g Sweaters �

(Reduced pric� s on select groups of jeans)
345-9 3 1 3
"Featuri ng our J r. Joint"

Cu11tom

Fat·t> ·"

6 3 2 W . Lincoln 3 4 5 - 5 0 6 2

RUGBY MEETI NG

When

Where-

Tonight- 7 :00 p.m.
In Union Wolkway

* All Potenti� I Ruggers
Welcome !
.
Pa nther Dist. Tea m Sponsor
Check the sports pages for the latest action !
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Our models get violent as Randy Emrick and Lynn Fulton attempt

·

·

·

-.

·

to push Floyd Akins off the Lantz
pool diving board while amusing

Tracy Fakles,
Walsh .

·

·

2 f2 6th -Street

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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When : 9 : 00 tonight
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Sunny days

When the sunshine calls, these girls are ready to
hit the beach. Sophomore Lynn Fulton, left, along
with freshman Tracy Fakles and sophomore Kathy
Walsh ; are· all prepared to grab some rays in their

T h u rsday , February 2 8, 1 985

new bathing suits from Ruthie's. Lynn is wearing a
striped trench cut swimsuit, which is one of the
more popular stYles of one- piece suits . Tracy is
wearing a daring black striped suit which is cut low

The Dally Eastem News

in the bust and h i g h in the legs. Kathy: , however,
has op t ed for strapless two- piece suit which is still
popular with many beachgoers .

H I G H - VI S I B l L I T Y V E R S A Tl l / T Y1·
Who'd expect a mid-heel that starts out t h i s simply to end with such a

Looking For Jobs? -Look.
In our files for those extra
needs!

dash of deta i l . And who'd ever believe it could cost so l itt le. Fa nfa res makes it so.
Make Fa nfares welcome i n

your ward robe . White

Navy, Bone or Black

Unlimited Versatlllty At This Prlc-e? Rematkable!

$35

·

fanfares
.<1ay.<1 it-alt
• • •
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...
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S t a ti o n a r y
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Everything
morel
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door to Wendy 's
Phone: 345-6488
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North Side of Charleston's Square
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air stylj.sts
list popular
ads, looks
Michelle Mueller

Hair stylists today have seen it all
hen it comes to college hair fads.
ree Charleston hair stylists talked
out what is "in" and what Is " out" In
Ir fashion .
Barbara Fernandez, manager of Co
Hair Styling, 1 503 Seventh St. , said
"modified bob" was the most
pular haircut for girls . She n oted that
ou ri d 80 percent of her clientele were
liege students .
Stylist Pam Dever of Donna's Hair
eations , 1408 Sixth St. , also named
e bob as the most popular girl's cut.
e added that "at least 60 percent" of
e
shop's customers were college
dents .
"Over 90 percent" of Debbie War
an's customers are c;:ollege students .
arman , owner of the G olden Comb,
05 3rd St. , said the most popular
irstyle for girls "varies, but it seems
e it's mostly shorter in the front and
nger in the back . "
Warman agreed with other salon
ners that the bob is also popular, but
id "it's not near what they thought it
as going to be . People found out it
'
ok too long to grow out the layers . "
Fernandez said her shop probably has
st as many guys" as girls . She said
e look for guys includes having "more
the ears showing . It's more of a
reer cut.
"But
then
a ga i n , "
she
added ,
nything goes . "
Dever said the most popular style for
·

_

ys is hair that is "real short and
yered all over , " while Warman said it
as hair cut shorter above the ears and
out collar length in the back .
Fernandez said the overall look in
irstyles is natural , without a lot of col
ing or other processing . "In the perm
ea , it's more body wave s , more of a
tural look , " Fernandez said . She add
that guys sometimes get perms "just
get control . "
I n addition , the new . mousses are a·
pular way of achieving natural
oking control without the damage of a
rm . "It's less harsh on your hair than
rays , " Fernandez said .
Dever sa id currently , girls are getting
lot of perms , m ost of them body
aves , and guys are getting top perms
very now and then just for conttol . "

Dever said that the popular "care

ee" look , including the bob , works well
'th the new styling mousses. Warman

timated that "about 70 percent" of her
stotners use a mousse now . 0

1 8 1 6 R U DY
MATTOON
Open 7 days a week
30 min . tan $550

Bui'lt i n

FAC E-TAN N ER
and STEREO
Coles County's
Largest Tanning Spa

Classi fieds work!

Relax and enjoy

Our models pose for a group shot during a break a Lan
tz poo l . Sophomore Kathy Wals h , left , with senior Floyd
Akins, freshman Tracy Fakles, junior Randy Emrick and
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